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CLOTHING CRUCIAL

TIGER BEAT

First impressions can
secure your dream job or
kill your chances.

Memphis sweeps UCF, leaving Knights in last
place in Conference USA-sEESPORTs,As

- SEE NEWS, A2

•

FREE • Published Mondays durin summer

www.UCFnews.com ·Monda» May 22, 2006

Externships are.short, but valuable
.
Exteming could
secure internships,
employment offers
THOMAS HOEFER
Staff Writer

Internships often require networking, doggedness and patj.ence
to land. Externships can let students in through the back door.
"The program is designed to get
as IJ?-Uch information about a profession as possibl~," said Kerry

Fleming, associate , director of Orlando area, offer spots. Students
Career Services and Experimental request these spots, and the UCF
Learning at UCF, during her pres- Career Resource Center finds a
entation on "Job Shadowing and match. Then it is up to the employExternships" Wednesday at Ferrell . er to make its final selection.
"It's a win-win situation," FlemCommons.
Externships allow students to ing said.
visit major-related companies for
Students benefit from externanywhere from a day to a week to ships by gaining real-life experilook over a professional's shoulder. ence in the field they want to work
There is no brewing coffee, no in some day. Employers· appreciate
copying files, just observing and the youth an extern brings in.
possibly lending a hand
"A lot of managers have been on
Job shadowing follows a similar the job for 20 years," she said. "
concept, though it is less struc- Technology definitely enhances
tured ·
year by year, and students are basiEmployers, mainly from the cally using those skills now, so

[employers] get the opportunity to
learn from you as well." .
In fact, some students in the past
were rewarded for the great
impression they made:
"We had several cases where
students had a job offer, or they had
an internship opportunity [after
participating in the externship program]," she said
Although it may only be as little
as a day externships still presume
some preparation on the student's
side.
The CRC holds two preliminary
PLEASE SEE
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UCF music students play in front of the Reflection Pond at the 2005 Symphony Under the Stars. The event, one of many sponsored by the UCF Music Department, is held annually.

;STAIE QF·THE MUSIC
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Music program affected by Arts and Sciences
split; departme~t chair optimistic about future
TIFFANY PALMA

chair of the Music Department and adviser
of.the Music 'Students Organization, said
·Folloyving the recent division of the Col- that the music·program has been heavily
lege of Arts and Sciences at UCF, the Musi4Y ·affected by the change.
Department is faced with the dilemma of
· "I think the college had becoD;le so large
providing facilities for its growing student that it was a little unruly;• Pherigo said "But
the timing ofthe division was very stressful
body.
The new College of Arts and Hurhani- I know the faculty .h ad concerns about the
ties includes programs such as art, theater, process."
English, history and music. Johnny Pherigo,
Still, Pherigo is optimistic about the
Contributing Writer ·

'
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By the numbers
•
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UCF ranked by Hispanic magazine
Hispanic Outlook in Higher
Education listed the to.p 100
public-and private U.S.
universities according to
their ability to recruit,

retain, educate, and
graduate hispanic stu'dents.
It used data from the
Department of Higher
Education.

UCF ranked:
• 16th for bachelor's degrees, .• 8th for bachelor's degrees in
health sciences
three spots up from last year
•10th
for bachelor's degree in
• 42nd for master's degrees,
psychology
one down from last year
• 13th for bach~lor's degrees
• 83rd for doctorate degrees,
in public administration
first time UCF made this list

long-term results and "how the Arts and
Humanities deail can focus on just arts and
humanities;• he said
The key issue remains the lack of funding, Pherigo said A $5.6 .million Arts and
Sciences deficit, which led to the splitting of
the colleges, has·adversely affected programs within the Arts and HUplalli.tie:; diviPLEASE SEE
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Patients employ
plastic surgery .
to mend esteem·
Nose jobs, liposuction favored
by many college-aged student
PATRICK ALCINE
Contributing Writer

Jennifer Arnold, 22, has wanted plastic s
gery for years.
· ''.After I lost a lot of weight, I had stretch mar
and extra skin and my breasts were smaller," sh
said. "It's not that I saw someone on TV and sai
I want to look like that, I just feel incomplete. B
J do notice when women have big breasts, I w.
to be attractive like that.''
-Jennifer had a consultation with a plastic
geon six months ago for breast augmentatio
and liposuction. "It was too expensive;' Amol '
said. "If I can't save up enough money I'm go
put it all on my credit cards.''
The pi:ocedures would cost at least $8,00
putting her deeply in debt. "It really affects me
Jennifer admitted, staring at the floor. "My se
esteem is low. I don't believe people wheri the
give me compliments and so many of my re
tionships suffer."
Hilary Glassman, a 21-year-old advertis"
and public relations major, has known since s
was 13 that she would change her nose. "
mom had one [nose job] \lVhen she was 16
she'd always say she knew I would get one
Glassman said. In March of 2005 an injury to h
nose left a bump and made it hard for her
breathe. Over winter break she went home
found a surgeon to fix what circumstance h
broken. "It's not like you'd look a~ me before
broke it and be like 'oh man that girl needs a no
job,' but it was always something that bother
me a little bit," Glassman said.
Glassman said that she was black and blue fi
two weeks after the surgery, but it was n
painful. She was back to her normal routine
days and her friends and family were supporti
and encouraging.
"Nobody even notices; but I can tell the
ference and I'm happy with it.'' she said. "I wo
suggest it to anyone if they're unhappy."
According to Responsible Education
Action for Campus Health, since 1992 the n
_ber of plastic' surgery patients has increased
percent and cosmetic surgery is a $300 millio
year industry.
College-aged women having plastic surgery
very common, said Hannah Plaiance, the offi
manager at Advanced Aesthetics Plastic Surge
Center. "We even have 16-year-olds with pare
signing permission slips allowing them to ha
work done," she said. "Five or six girls from U
have had their breasts done here in the last
weeks and. their age group makes up about
percent of our breast augmentations."
John Chois, the surgeon at Advanced Aesth
ics Plastic Surgery Center, does more breast a
µientations than anyone in Florida
Rhinoplasty, nose jobs and liposuction
also very popular among college-age people, P I
iance said. She attributes plastic surgery's po
lanty to a glamorized image. "It's no longer ab I
your hairdresser or stylist, it's about who y I
plastic surgeon is,'' she said. "They're the r I
stars of the medical profession."
I
Still, Plaiance 'Yarns of the miscon~epti I
·connected to plastic surgery. "People think pl
tic surgery fixes all your problems," she said. " I
Chois is a surgeon and an artist, he's not God I
Chois will refuse surgery to patients w I
appear to suffer from body dysmorphic disor
or an addiction to slµ"gery, pending psycholo
. PLEASE SEE
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Magazine ranks UCF a top school for Hispanic
ILEANNA RODRIGUEZ
Contributing Writer

As the Hispanic population
continues to grow in Central
Florida, so does UCF, making it
the one of the best 100 colleges in
the U.S. for Hispanic students,
according Hispanic Outlook in
Higher Education.
The magazine ranked UCF as
the 16th best college on its list of
universities to help Hispanic students earri a bachelor's degree.
According to the magazine's
May issue, nine Florida universities, including Florida State, University of Florida, and Nova
Southeastern all earned a spot on

the annual list.
"These universities ~e doing
a commendable job of recruiting,
retaining, 'educating and graduating Hispanics," said Hispanic
Outlook p~blisher Jose Lopez-Isa
in a recent press release.
UCF has increased its number
of Hispanics graduates over the
past three years.
In the 2004 - 2005 academic
yeru;, 848 Hispanic students
earned their bachelor's degree ·
from UCF. In addition, UCF was
named among the best universities for helping Hispanic students
earn doctorate degrees. ranking
83rd on the list.
'We think Hispanic students,

like other groups on our campus,
are very important,'' said Maribeth Ehasz, vice president for
Student Development and
Enrollment Services at UCF, in a
recent press release. "Our
approach is different here. We
target our services so students of
all backgrounds can be successful"
"We try to bring Hispanics
and other cultures together,'' she
added
Ehasz and her staff, along with
the Hispanic Retention Committee on campus, analyze students'
needs. The committees focus primarily on undergraduate· students to ensure they continue on

their career path to a succes
graduation.
''.As the Hispanic populat ·
continues to grow, we are help
Hispanic students develop h
at UCF,~~aid Gloria Laure
director of -F irst Year Advis
and chairwoman of the Hisp
Retention Committee.
--Currently, the Hispaiµc Ret
tion Committee is working ·o
bilingual guidebqok for Hisp
students titled Ayuda, w
translates to "to-help;' as well
Spanish orientation.
"The orientation is specifi
ly for the parents, and will b
PLEASESEE
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Dressing the part can lead to jobs
Service ,applicants can go casual, but on the corporate end, suits are still a must
KARRI SIMPSON

ance without breaking toes
UCF Conservatory Thetre will be offering summer
ce classes - Jazz I during
ession A, May 15 to June 23, 1
.m. to 2:50 p.m. Monday
ough Thursday, and Tap I
uring Session B, June 26 to
UguSt 4, 6 p.m. to 7:50 p.m.
onday through Thursday.
For more information and
determine eligibility, e-mail
e head of the dance deparlent Brian Vernon at bveron@mail.ucf.edu

am about tiger reserve
Conservationist and scienst Alan Rabinowitz will
resent a seminar titled "Pro. tigers in Myanmar" at
a.m. today in the Biological
ciences Building Room 205.
He will talk about setting
p the world's largest tiger
serve in Northern Myanmar
bile dealing with a dictatorigovernment, an insurgent
y and remote indigenous
oups. A reception will folw.

For more information, call
e UCF Biology Department
407-823-5769.

Contributing Writer

Graduates and students
flocked to UCFs annual job fair
on May 12 looking for a chance
to land their ideal post-graduation job. Other students are busy
goirig to local businesses to
apply for part or full time service
work While many students may
be qualified to fill the different
positions; they often ruin their
chances of getting hired based
on first impressions.
A first impression .is made
within the two seconds it takes
to say ''hello" and shake a person's hand. What someone is
wearing can make or break this
impression. The online guides
for job hunting, Monster.com
and careerbuilder.com, agree on
how a person should dress and
the importance of it.
While the rules of interview
attire are simple, they do differ
depending on the position of the
job, and many people do not
know what the rules are.
College students applying for
work in the local service indus-

try have attire flexibility;the
clothing can be a little more
relaxed.
Men should wear clean cut
jeans; ragged or frayed pants are
unacceptable. A casual buttondown shirt is ideal; however
guys can get away with wearing
a cle~ trendy T-shirt. Hair
should be done in a traditional
style, avoiding cµiy of the justgot-out-of-bed looks. For many
employers, a man who comes in
with1earrings and or is unshaven
gives a bad first impression.
For women, the same basic
attire principles apply. Nice fitting jeans, that are not to tight or
revealing, paired with a classic
top is an ideal outfit. Jewelry is
acceptable, as long as it is not
overdone. Hair should be neat,
whether worn up or down, and
make-up should not be too
heavy.
.
Women should avoid looking
like they are going out to a club.
Revealing tops and short skirts
are interview destroyers. Casual
jean skirts should not be worn,
either.
The key to easwll interview

NATION&
WORLD
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

attire is keeping yotir individuality while still looking semi-professional.
When aiming for a higher
position the rules of interview
attire change completely. Casual
individuality"is replaced with
professional business attire.
Men should have on a dark
colored suit, preferably black,
navy or gray. Black polished
dress shoes are required A tie,
without cartoon characters,
should be worn.
Ideally women should wear a
business suit. The suit should be
black, navy, gray or dark red If
the suit has a skirt-bottom, the
skirt should cover the thigh
when sitting. Pantihose are
essential An interview is not the
time to look provocative or sexy.
Though women in sexy business attire usually get the job on
TY, the same can not be said for
the real world. Women mu~t
look respectable and exude a
sense oflmowledge of the job.
Both men and woinenshould
have clean-cut looks. Men
should be shaven and have a traditipnal hair style. Women

should wear an appro:pnate
amount of make-up, minimal
5 dead after man opens fire at
jewelry, and the hair should be · church, abducts children, wife •
pulled back
BATON ROUGE, La - A
Both sexes should avoid
man operied fire Sunday
wearing cologne or perfume,
morning at a church, fatally
because the potential employer
wounding four people before
may be allergic.
abducting his wife, whom he
After the first impression is
later shot to death at another
made, tlie rest is up to the job
location, authorities said
candidate.
The suspect, Anthony Bell,
A candidate should shake his
25, of Baton Rouge, was capinterviewer's hand firmly and
tured at an apartment commake eye contact.
plex near the church. Three
For higher positions, interviechildren abducted with the
wees should make sure to bring
woman were all found safe.
all materials in a professional
"This is going to be one of
looking briefcase, and have an
the worst days in the history
updated resume.
.
of our city," Police Chief Jeff
If app'lying at a local service
Leduff said after Bell was capjob, don't just leave an applicatured and his wife's body was
tion at the front desk or with the
found at the apartment comhostess; ask to speak with the
plex. Her name and those of
hiring manager. Always go
the other victims were not
between the hours of 2 p.m. and
immediately released.
4 p.m., unless otherwise noted.
Bell is accused of shooting
Now is a great time to go out
five people at the church
and get that perfect summer job.
before fleeing, Sgt. Charles
A great first impression is possi- · Armstrong said. The condible, it just takes effort. The paytion of the fifth person shot at
off will be worth it when that
the church was not immedifirst check is cashed
ately available.
The wife's body was found
at the apartment complex but
it was unclear whether she
was killed there. Authorities
said neither Bell nor his wife
herself to a model, actor, or Recreation and Wellness Cenat the complex.
lived
singer is going to feel less ter and gives seminars on body
did not know
Investigators
attractive, but the effect is weak image. ·
the motive for the shooting at
"The first thing we do is
on most people because they
The Ministry of Jesus Christ
understand that those people take out magazines and tell
church.
are selected because they are them to pick the most attrac"This is senseless. This is a
tive person, and then ask why
attractive."
total waste of human life,''
Trisha Bowman, a 26-year- they chose that person,'' she
Leduffsaid
old junior majoring in health said. "We then have them pick
The small church shares
administration, disagrees. "It's .out their b~st attribute. Media
space in an old warehouse
all media," she said. "Family images are unrealistic. Ifl want
with a guitar shop in a nonresand peer pressm:es contribute to be Naomi Campbell, that'll
idential area of Baton Rouge.
also, but medta is a major fac- never happen. Find what you
Bell is believed to have
love about yourself and focus
tor."
entered and opened fire
Bowman works at the on that."
shortly before services were
to end around 10 am.
After shooting five people,
Bell fled with his wife and
witli three children, including
student population. There are pleased and excited for UCF's
an infant, police said The two
several areas focused specifi- ranking. We are a place that is
older children were found
cally to multicultural students, supported by our community."
safely
at a residence.
including the Multicultural
The magazine will be sent to
Hours
later,
police
Academic and Support Ser- . high schools across the country
responding
to.
a
911
call
about
vices and the Multicultural Stu- with large Hispanic student
shooting
cordoned
off
tl;ie
a
populations "to provide student Center.
apartment
complex.
Officers
"By having these services dents and their parents inforfound the woman dead and
available, students are able to mation about what schools may
Bell
holding the baby, Leduff
make a connection with one be best when pursuing a college
said.
Bell was arrested withanother,'' Ehasz said. "I'm education," Lopez-Isa said
out incident.

Media images provoke desire for surgery

sumes crucial to success ·

FROM Al
A resume workshop will
held at 10 a.m. Tuesday folcal clearance.
wed by a cover letter and
According to REACH, 75
rrespondence workshop at
percent
of women wish their
a.m. in Ferrell Commons
bodies
were
different. The
m185.
Bripg drafts of your . average fashion model is 23 .
percent thinner than the aversume or cover letter to get
age American woman. Women
e most out of these hands18-34havea1
percent chance of
workshops.
being
as
thin
as a supermodel.
For more information, call ·
Media
images
may impact
·e Ware at 407-823-2361.
people's self-esteem and their
desire to have plastic surgery,
ke the most of career fairs
but
UCF psychology professor
There will be a workshop
job search strategies at .3
. Tuesday followed by a
ond workshop at 4 p.m. on
eer fair and expo success
Ferrell Cc;>mmons Room
FROM Al

Randy · Fisher believes the
effect is weaker than many
people think
"For a person's self-esteem
to be affected by media images
two criteria have to be met."
Fisher said. "They have to be
deeply invested in their attractiveness. And they don't understand that media figures have
advantages. People in the
media look a lot better than the
rest of us. They have access to
stylists, makeup artists, etc., so
any~ne comparing himself or

..

Magazine helps Hispanic students pick colleges

For more information, call
·e Ware at 407-823-2361.

ow your learning options
A session · discussing
erimental
learning
tions will be held at 3 p.m.
dnesday in Ferrell Com- .
nsRoom185.
Information on gaining relt experience for your
eer field while at UCF
ough internships, co-ops
d service learning will be
en out.
For more information, call
da Pacheco at 407-823-

Aprayer schedule
The Muslim Student Assotion will be holding Friday
yer on campus every
ek, alongside daily prayer.
The schedule and locans of daily and Friday
yer are listed on the MSA
b site at http://www.
aucf.org
For more information, ethe MSA at msa@
ucf.org

bilingual presentation," Laureano said
'We recognize that family is
extremely important for Hispanic students,'' Ehasz said.
'We want students to have the
experience they need to be successful here at UCF as' well as
outside the community."

Ranking as one of the best
colleges •for Hispanic students,
UCF strives to recruit, retain
and graduate Hispanic students.
"This is very good for the
university," Laureano said 'We
are taking a step forward"
As a large metropolitan university, UCF is~ a diverse campus, filled with a multicultural

Career Resource Center places students with employers
before the externship starts.
UCF-arranged externships
orientation sessions for candi- take place twice a year, during
dates, one of which is mandato- spring break and winter break
ry. Students are provided with Up to 50 externship spots are
an information packet that ·available through the CRC, and
includes an overview of the 46 students joined last spring
company and questions to ask a break Ifthe number of requests
exceed the ·companies participrofessional.
Soon-to-be externs are pating, underclassmen are
encouraged to contact their · given preference.
The CRC is willing to conmentors by phone about a week
FROM

Al

No matter where the extemship is, all students must tum in
an application, which can be
downloaded on the CRC's
home page, and a resume. The
CRC will start advertising in
August for the winter break
externship session. Applications are due in October.
For more iriformation about
the externship program at UCF,
visit www.crc.uc£edu

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL

Tod~y
MOSTLY SUNNY

High: 93° Low: 73°
e Future wants to h ear
you! If you have a club,
anization or event and
t your information to be
idered for the Around
pus column, send a fax to
~7-4556 or an e-mail to
tor@ucfnews.com. Deads are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
sday edition, and 5 p.m.
y for the Monday edition.

tact employers outside of
Orlando, even outside of Florida if necessary, although students have to pay for housing
and travel expenses in this case.
If a student spends her winter break with her parents in
Miami, for example, and wants
to use her time to shadow the
events of a particular company
there, the CRC will get in touch
with that company.

Today: Mainly sunny, save for a few
afternoon clouds.
Tonight: Few clouds, winds southsouthwest at 5to10 mph.

Tuesday
ISOLATED T-STORMS

Wednesday
ISOLATED (STORMS

High:91°
Low:72°
High:93°
Low:73°

Suspect detained on suspicion of
involvement in Holloway case
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - Dutch police have
detained a man on suspicion
of participating in the kidnapping and killing of Natalee
Holloway last year in Aruba,
the suspect's lawyer said Sunday.
Gerard Spong said his
client, whose name was not
disclosed, was accused of
"assisting in the murder,
heavy battery and kidnapping" of Holloway. He also
told Dutch national TV
broadcaster NOS that the suspect was a croupier at the
casino in the hotel where Holloway was staying.
The Mountain.Brook, Ala,
woman was 18 when she went
missing in May 2005 during a
high school graduation trip to
PLEASE SEE
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Safon
specializing in:_
High and Low Lights
Perms• Straightening

Color • Color
Corr ection Men and
Women's Haircutting

1 0°/o DISCOUNT FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY
Visit our new website at - W. DoOrDyeSalon.com
Full Line of Qua lity Products from R EDK E N AND PAUL MITC H ELL
'Ayyoin tment; ?loc~rn me rtlol Wa (f -1ns 'llc•~pr.d' wli.rn avai(a6(, !~'
WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD !,_l'. .
l ......... .

J

:'; -j)j'

63 UNIVERSITY BLVD.• ORLANDO, FL 3 2817 •
H 12pm - 8pm TUES- THURS 9am - 8pm FRI 9a

Spm SAT 9am - 4pm SUH closed

RIPPE LJFES1YLE IN511TUTE
at Florida Hospital Celebration Health
is conducting a study comparing the
effects of sweetened beverages on
energy regulation. We are now
recruitingwomen.

Participants Receive
• $300.00
•

Health Screening
CompleteBlood Work
Toqualify youmust be female,
oveiweight, between 20-60years
of age andotherwise healthy.
You must beable toparticipate

in 2overnight stays.

•

,
,
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NOW IN STOCK
'OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAl LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS

:~

· P/Locks, P/Windows, lilt, Cruise, Keyless
PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!
·
fOR 48 MONTHS .

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

* 48 mo. lease pfus tax. Total due at signing is $249
)

which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See deafer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 05/30/06

- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

I I
PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo.

Auto, Air, ·6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
· ·
- - ··

deaf~r for detmJs. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 05/30/06

LEASE FOR

$299

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
PER MONTH+
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS and Much More!

* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 05/30/06

.• 4Yr/50,000 Mile B.umper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5·vr/60,000 Mile fowertrain Warrantv
,..r

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
We Can Assist You With:
CREDIT
.

BUYER

"

PROGRAM

Drivers wanted:

rs/' PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 M.ILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW ~ Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

Al• tit
"V' -·--••..-

··

•c.._ ..:t•! * 4 1
s:;-WAGIa:c:c5N

iT«ik

4175 S. Hwy 17-92 _ ·

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

i
:i
~

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

407-365-3300

visit our website

aristocratvw.com

J.

NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country
4 Virtual college reauiting efforts

increase through student biogs
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -

t

k Students considering attendft ing the University ofMissouri

I. are logging onto the Internet
~ and reading online journals
It featuring tales of sipping cof~ fee at a local hangout and
~ signing a lease on a new
apartment.
The biogs are one of sever0
6al Web-based recruitment
n strategies colleges across the
c country are employing as
they attempt to lure teche savvy high-schoolers to their
.
campuses:
l~
Next to campus visits, one
•r study shows schools' Internet
.., sites are the most important
. . tool high-school seniors use
when evaluating and choosing a college.
Prospective
.students
: already
have
unedited
1glimpses of college life thanks
to college networking site
Facebook.com and My' Space.com, which have gen' erated concerns that youth
are providing too many pert sonal details.

r·

·NH college officials not lowering
!standards to narrow gender gap
MANCHESTER, N.H. Women have outnumbered
,men on college campuses
1since the 1970s. But unlike
one admissions dean in Ohio,
New Hampshire officials say
they're not going to lower
5their standards for male
~pplicants.

The dean of admissions at
Kenyon College recently
wrote an opinion piece
acknowledging · that the
school has lowered .standards
for incoming male freshmen
But officials from several
ew Hampshire schools say
hey treat both male and
emale applicants the same.
Nationwide, female colJege students outnumber
men 57-43 percent. The
National Center for Educa:ion Studies projects that
rfrom 2002 to 2013, female
;nrollment will increase by 21
)ercent, while male enrolltnent rises by just 12 percent.
At Keene State College,
idinissions director Peggy
jUchmond said she used to
hink more women enrolled
,here because of the strong
c!ducation department, but.
cJhe numbers haven't changed
~ven though management
inajors nearly equal those
joring in education
· She said starting a marketng campaign to attract more
fJP.en to the campus would be
'} fair way to try to get back
tnto gender balance.

,

~irst lady tells 9rads to find hap1iness by helping others

BRISTOL, R.I. - This
·ear's college graduates are
Jlced with problems that lie
geyond the nation's borders,
pecause disasters elsewhere
· an't be ignored in a world so
terconnected, first 'lady
.aura Bush said Saturday.
"You can't neglect millions
]f people around the world
.ving under tyranny," Bush
aid, mentioning the tsunami
1 Southeast Asia and geno~de in Darfur, Sudan, during
er address to 900 graduates
,f Roger Williams University.
''With your dedication to
-thers, you'll always have a
tiig impact on the world, and
pu'll find happiness along
ie way," she said
· The first lady spoke of a
rogram that provides col.ge scholarships to Afghan
romen created after U.S.
>rces invaded Afghanistan
tid overthrew the Taliban
>llowing the Sept. 11, 2001,
~rror attacks.
Paula Nirschel, wife of
oger ·Williams' president
'Y Nirschel, started the proram in 2002.
This year, . six Afghan
·omen are the first to gradu:e from the program, includtg the three from Roger
Tilliams- Nadima Sahar,
rezo Kohistani and Mah)Oba Babrakzai
"Someday the world will
now these women as
"::complished Afghan lead:s, .but today the Roger
illiams class of 2006 knows
Ftem as classmates, team~.ates,
roommates and
iends," Bush said.
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Apolice officer holds a child Sunday at the Ardenwood Parle Apartments in Baton Rouge,
La. Aman opened fire Sunday morning at The Ministry of Jesus Christ church, killing four.
A2

Sunday rejected reports that
it has used Chinese uranium
the Dutch Caribbean island gas for enrichment, .saying it
with classmates. She was last used its own domestically
seen leaving a bar with three produced high-quality gas.
young men on May 30.
Iran heightened internaIt was not clear when the tional concerns - over its
suspect was arrested; but he nuclear
ambitions
by
was questioned Friday and is announcing April 11 that it
· being held in the city of had enriched uranium for the
Utrecht, Spong said.
first time with 164 cenUtrecht police spokes- trifuges. Enrichment, in
woman Dani~lle Friedman which uranium gas is spun in
said she qmld not confirm centrifuges, can produce fuel
any arrests in the case.
for a reactor or material for -a
"If there was an arrest, it nuclear warhead.
was on the orders of the
Diplomats in Vienna,
Aruban prosecutors and all where the U.N. nuclear
information will be transmit- watchdog is based, later said
ted through them," she said.
it appeared Iran used Chinese
Spong also told NOS the uranium gas obtained in the
suspect is a friend of Joran 1990s to feed into centrifuges van der Sloot - the last per- because its domestically proson known to have seen Hol- duced uranium gas was too
_
loway alive. Van der Sloot impure.
says he left Holloway alone
"It is not correct. We don't
on a beach after kissing her.
use any foreign materials for
Uranium
Authorities have arrested enrichment.
at least eight people in con- enriched at Natanz is from
nection with Holloway's dis- the· uranium gas produced at
appearance but released Isfahan Uranium Conversion
them all for lack of evidence.
Facility," Foreign Ministry
Holloway's parents are spokesman Hamid Reza Asefi
attempting to sue Van der told reporters.
Sloot, 18, in a New York court,
Iran has informed the
· alleging he imprisoned and U.N.'s International Atomic
sexually assaulted their Energy Agency that it plans to
daughter and caused her dis- install 3,000 centrifuges in the
appearance.
last quarter of 2006. Iran's
Dutch
marines,
the final aim is to install 54,000
Arubaii Coast Guard, the FBI centrifuges at Natanz to
and hundreds of volunteers annually produce 30 tons of
have searched the island and nucle.a r fuel, enough to run a
coastal areas of Aruba for 1000-megawatt
nuclear
Holloway.
power plant.
FROM

Palestinian police foil attack on
commander loyal to Abbas
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip Palestinian police thwarted
an attack Sunday on a security commander - the second
ally of President Mahmoud
Abbas targeted in two days ..:_
as the rivalry between his
moderate Fatah Party and the
Hamas militant group threatened to explode.
Abbas called on both sides
to do everything possible to
avoid violence and said he
would open talks with Hamas
later this week to end the dangerous power struggle.
Abbas ~et Israeli Foreign
Minister Tzipi Livni at the
World Economic Forum in
the Egyptian Red Sea resort
of Sharm el-Sheik - the first
high-level talks between
Israelis and Palestinians since
Hamas beat Fatah in January
parliamentary elections.
Since the Hamas Cabinet
took power in March, tensions have risen as Abbas and
the militant. group vie for
power.
On Sunday, security forces
discovered 154-pound bomb
planted along a route used by
Shbak's motorcade, and security officials said it was
intended to assassinate him.
The explosives were found as
police conducted their daily
inspection of Shbak's route
before he heads to work, officials said
The discovery came a day
after Abbas' intelligence chief
was-seriously wounded when
a bomb filled with metal pellets ripped through an elevator shaft . in his Gaza City
headquarters.
Fatah officials hinted they
believed Hamas was behind
both incidents but stopped
short of making an open
- accusation
After the bomb was discovered, hundreds of Fatah
activists took to the streets in
Gaza City, expressing support
for the security forces and
volunteering their services.
The Fatah-dominated Preventive Security agency also
stepped up patrols in Gaza
City and restricted access to
its headquarters.
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Iran rejects reports it used gas
from China for enrichment
TEHRAN, Iran -

Iran on
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North Pole probe continues as
·students take summer vacation
FAIRBANKS, Alaska The criminal investigation
into a foiled student p~ot to
kill classmates and teachers
with guns and knives is continuing well after the halls of
North Pole Middle School
have quieted for the summer.
"We're .still doing interviews," North Pole Police
Chief Paul Lindhag said last
week. "There's not much I
can say now because it's a
juvenile matter."
In all, 15 students were suspended
for
suspected
involvement or knowledge of
the plot.
School officials said the
students believed to be
involved could be expelled
from the Fairbanks North Star
Borough Schooi District.
School officials will spend the summer discussing
responses to possible violence at school, and deciding
how to improve conflict resolution programs.
"I think there will be a
debriefing after school is out
and we have time to draw a
breath," said Lynda Sather,
spokeswoman for the school
district.
Principal Ernie Manzie
said the last few weeks of the
term were uneventful.
"The kids have been
great," Manzie said. "We've
had no issues, no problems
whatsoever. We really appreciate the parents, the students
and the community for working with us.''
A student sparked the
investigation on April 17 after
telling a parent about the plot.
The report led to the arrest
of six seventh-graders, and
media attention from around
the,world
· The six students, all in the
13-year-old range, are suspected of scheming to take
guns and knives to the middle
school and kill students they
felt picked on them and
teachers · they didn't like.
Police say the boys planned to
knock out the school's power
and telephone systems, giving
them time for the slayings,
then escape from the town of
1,600 about 14 miles southeast
of Fairbanks.
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Slip, Break, or none at all ?
We have heard it all......
.
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Immediate .·

•

Quality Care Clinic

'

WALK INS OR APPOINTMENTS • INSURANCE OR CASH

t'~fr ~c,

· , r~L Ki''fi\,. tDGEhBLE STA;:F

CONVENIENT HOURS • NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
OFFICEHOURS: M·F- NOT OPENON WEEKENDS

WALK IN CLINIC BY UCF CAMPUS

WALK IN CLINIC BY METROWEST

3403 Technnlagical Ave. Suite- 14
(next ta planet smaothie) ·
Orlando. fl 328t7

2411 South Hiawassee Rd.
(in the publix shopping plaza) ·
Orlando. fl 32835

407.275.5055

407.521.0075
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Lack of funding ends some goals, delays completion of others
FROM

Al

sion, Pherigo said
Most of those ·p rograms, on

average, exist on roughly 83 percent of their operating costs.
Currently, the only two departments fully funded are Business

Administration and Engineering
and Computer Science.
Finding enough funding
seems to always be an issue for

the Music Department. In fact,
it's the most important issue,
Pherigo said
"There's a saying about this,"

)
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3EB: Blast from the past
Third Eye Blind plays .old, new music for a UCF cro~d
NATALIE ZFAT
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J

)

)
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Variety Editor

The last tµn.e many of us heard from
Third Eye Blind was 1997: a year when
Bill Clinton began his second term as
president, The Fugees were the biggest
band in the country and Men in Black
grossed way too much money.
Times have certainly changed
We've gone from two consecutive
Democratic terms to two consecutive
Republican terms, the success of The
Fugees has been replicated by the
Black Eyed Peas and, well, Will Smith
has sort of made better movie decisions.
Without a doubt, however, one
thing from the '90s has made its way
back into the lives of UCF students:
yes, Third Eye Blind
The quartet returned to the stage
last Thursday at Wall Street Plaza.to
headline the massive fifth-annual Florida Music ,Festival, a three-day rockfest
that took over downtown Orlando this
weekend
The Campus Activities Board covered the cost for the band and gave free
admittance to those UCF students who
remembered to bring their student IDs.
Over 250 artists joined Third Eye
Blind in playing at FMF. These acts
performed on 15 different stages at venues like The Social, AKA Lounge, Back
Booth and Wall Street Plaza.
Third Eye Blind showcased its set
with songs it released almost a decade
before, including "Jumper," "Never Let
You Go," and a funky version of "SemiCharmed Life" that faded into none
other than Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to
Heaven."
Junior Christine Mullen, present at
the show, reflects: "Everyone around
·
COURTESY OF W\W{.3E8.COM
me just kind of stopped. We looked at Singer/songwriter ofThird Eye Blind Stephen Jenkins performs at a show in California. While in Orlando last
each other for a second and we could- Thursday, Jenkins urged the audience at the Wall Street Plaza to "explore new music."
n't believe what we were hearing. The
younger kids didn't know what was to enjoy.
hear those songs a'nd bring back
going on and the older people didn't
In between songs, singer/song- memories,'' Schwartz added.
know where it was coming from. But it writer Stephan Jenkins stressed to the
"Because they haven't been around
sounded good It's always good to hear
audience the importance of constant- for so long, I thought they were just
'Stairway to Heaven."'
ly creating fresh music and he urged coming back to regain exposure. I was
Mullen wasn't the only fan digging . them to "explore new music" a..t the surprised to hear they were coming
the show.
·
festival.
out with a new album because they've
Thousands of students pushed and
'"The band before us was (exple- been out of the scene for so long."
shoved their way to the front when tive)-in' awesome!" Jenkins said,
Perhaps in an attempt to further
Third Eye Blind hit the stage at 11:40 referring to Manchester Orchestra, a keep up with the times, Third Eye
four-piece from Atlanta. .
p.m.
.
Blind has decided to J.Lo its name. On
The plaza was so crowded at one
Now for the age-old question: the band's website, it now fashionably
point that it was actually a physical How, at 42, does Jenkins sound after refer to itself as "3EB." Fifteen characchallenge to applaud after a song. One 10 years?
ters reduced to three; that has to
on-looker holding a Michelob Ultra
Senior Jonathan Schwartz offered deserve some sort of credit.
put it best. "We're all going to be closer an answer. "For a live performance,"
All in all, there's no getting around
after this,'' he said
he said, "[Jenkins] sounded pretty the fact that for Third Eye Blind, of all
Third Eye Blind's hour-long set also good"
bands, to play a show for UCF stuincluded songs from its 1999 album,
"I was happy when I found out dents last weekend, after so many
Blue, its not-so-successful 2003 album, [Third Eye Blind] was going to play years, was totally out of the blue. But
Out of the Vein, and newer, never- cause I listened to that band when I as with any unexpected blast from the
recorded tunes that the crowd seemed was much younger and it was cool to past, the kids will love it.

Ask
a doc

•

FRANK KARCSH
M.D.

What are the nwst common
complaints from students?
A common complaint with
· students is feeling tired and
fatigued all the time. There are
many causes for fatigue. When
students come to the health
center, I focus my questions,
diagnosis
and
treatment
around three general areas.
The first area is physical
fatigue. It is not uncommon to
find out that students are taking 12 to IS credit hours or more
in that semester. ~any of the
i:tudents also worf: one or two

jobs, which can add an additional 20 hours or more to their
weekly schedules.
Lots of students wait tables
and work in other servicerelated industry positions that
require them to work nights,
usually past midnight. Students
also study late into the night,
socialize with friends, and
uphold commitments
to
boyfriends or girlfriends,
sororities or fraternities and
other campus activities.
The body literally gets out
of sync with the natural release
of diurnal hormones. This is a
problem because the body
deviates from its normal biological rhythms, which ultimately causes fatigue.
The obvious treatment is
attempting to regulate sleep
patterns. Moderate exercise
sho.uld also be incorporated
into students• daily routine.
Also a regular, well balanced,
nutritious diet would provide
the energy to balance the activities of the day. The treatment
appears not to be compatible
with student life but it will go a
long way toward reducing
physical fatigue.
· The second general area
that I focus on is to run out a
metabolic cause for fatigue, or
any illness or disease that
would be th~ cause for these

symptoms. The most common
illnesses that we treat in the
Health Center are infections
due to viruses like mononucleosis and bacteria.
On this campus, there is a
cycle of the well getting sick
and the sick getting well caused
by infections. A lot of our students travel, or are in teaching
programs where they get
exposed to places where infections are common, such as elementary schools. All ki.D.ds of
infections drain the immune
system and cause fatigue.
Other more common causes
of metabolic fatigue are anemia, thyroid disease and diabetes.
Women are more prone to
develop an iron deficiency an~
mia because of their monthly
loss of blood During menstruation, the woman's 'body loses
red blood cells that contain
iron. Unless her body can compensate for this routine loss of
blood, anemia will occur. A
simple blood test, called a CBC
or Complete Blood Count, can
detect anemia, but sometimes
additional tests are necessary. .
Thyroid
diseases
like
hypothyroidism are also found
more commonly in women
than men and tend to be familial or found iJ\ other family
members. A b1ood test can

detect thyroid disease.
Diabet es is found in men
and women of all ethnicities,
but blacks and Hispanics are
seeing an increase in acquiring
this disease. A blood test called
FBS or Fasting Blood Sugar can
detect diabetes.
The last area that I focus on
is mental or psychological
fatigue. Stress manifested by
anxiety or depressive symptoms can cause fatigue.
The body, including the
brain, needs to rest. If a student
is continuously being affected
by past, present, and future
issues, they are not allowing
their mental computer, the
brain, to sufficiently rest. I
believe psychological· fatigue
can be more ~evere than physical fatigue.
·
Physical fatigue can be
relieved ifproper rest and one's
daily routine is adjusted; but
until the causes for psychological fatigue are identified and
appropriately treated, it will
persist.
On-campus resources that
address physical and psychological fatigue are the Counseling Center, the Recreation and
Wellness Center and the Student Health Center.
E-mail your questions tr..,
askadoc@maif.ucf.edu 1

Pherigo said. "Money isn't womout"
everything, but it makes things _
UCF Provost Terry Hickey
recently made the decision to
possible!'
In 2000, the Music Depart- allocate funds to repair and renment implemented a five-year ovate the hall, starting with
plan that intended that by the ''those curtains!'
Pherigo is glad. to see them
year 2005, there would be additional practice rooms, full-scale go.
"I'm thinking we'll have some
departments for each particular
instrument, and the creation of sort of ceremony when they
academic programs, including come down,'' Pherigo said.
graduate degrees.
"Maybe a bonfire."
However, the lack of funding
Including the future retireprevented these things frotn ment of the orange curtains,
happening.
Pherigo has seen positive
"The next thing we want to changes throughout the prodo is create a Masters of Music gram during his nearly two years
Education program," Pherigo at UCF..
said. "We're also going to be
''We've hired a lot of new facrevising the Bachelor's of Music "ulty,'' Pherigo said. ·~d our
-Education and Bachelor's of voice program is going great.
Music programs as well."
Our percussionists have been
However, these plans cost . hired for assistantships, and we
money. The department relies were able to have a conference
on support from UCF and funds for the flute section."
from private donors.
''We've also started t<:> make
''Both are important," Pherigo ,material changes," he added
said. "There's really three priThe department recently
mary sources of funding: the upgraded its music lab, and
University, of course; fundrais- administrators have been alloers; and revenue from concerts cating more space for practice
we give," Pherigo said "We do rooms.
,
charge a little for our perform''For the size we are now; we
ances sometimes!'
would need 25 practice rooms,''
Currently, the Music Depart- Pherigo said The department
ment has plans to increase schol- currently has 10.
,
arships and to provide more aid
"By Fall, we should be able to
.for incoming students. Other ini- turn thiilgs around,'' he added
tiatives include the construction
To Pherigo, UCF becoming a
of the new Arts II building.
"true comprehensive Universi"I'm happy to say that Presi- ty'' is a priority.
dent Hitt has been supportive of
"Music is the repositories of
the music art center," Pherigo our collective souls," he said.
said ·~ fat as Arts II, we have all
"Music is our self-awareness,
the funding in place."
w~t it means to be human."
Despite all that, it will be
However, the question of
years until UCF sees another art whether or not UCF is ignoring
building. Projects such as the the arts remains an issue among
new football stadium and the students.
creation of a medical school
Freshman Kayleigh Sechi
have delayed the process.
founded · the Music Student
"Realistically, I'd · say we · Organization this year in hopes
would have the building in 2011," ofpromoting the music program
Pherigo said. ''You have to say around campus.
that - I'm more optimistic now.
Sechi also wants the organiI say 2011, but then ifit goes up in zation to address the current
2009 or 2010, I'm pleasantly sur- issues and problems music stuprised."
.
dents may be facing.
However, a new building may
"I think my main concern is
be needed sooner than 2011,. as the lack of performance opporthe number of students is rapid- tunities,'' Sechi said ''.A lot of us
ly increasing each year. The want opera workshops, and we
number of new music majors don't have that at all."
has increased 30 percent, Pheri''We need a full-scale music
go said
program," she adds.
UCF's current facilities are
Public attention is also lackstrained when it comes to han- ing, according to Sechi. She
dling the ever-expanding pro- wants the music program to be
gram.
more active in the community,
"No one comes to study gaining more public awareness.
music at UCF for the facilities,"
''We want to get involved
Pherigo said
with the community a bit more,"
A main concern of both Sechi said "In general, we need
music students and faculty more.press."
Senior Emily Scott has been
members is the condition of the
Rehearsal Hall, where the aging · studying the bassoon for three
orange curtains are a constant years.
reminder of the lack of music
'~d I'm the only bassoon,'
funding.
Scott said. "Because there's n
Many students and faculty · scholarship money."
were concerned about the safety
Pherigo recognizes the con
of. the curtains, seeing that the cerns of students, but he believe,
fire resistancy had worn out, change will be slow.
,
posing a potential threat.
''You have to consider the his·
"Every couple of years they tory of UCF," he said "It startec
spray the surface of the curtains out as a technological university
with anti-flame guard,'' P.herigo Besides, universities don'1
said "But by now; we know it's change overnight!'
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Tues. Night
$2 Pitchers &
$3 Jager Bombs
Wed.-2-4-1 Shots
Thurs. Free Pool

~

LOCATED ACROSS FROM UCF IN THE UCF PLAZA
12233 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD· 407.381.1009
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l\llAZDA
"BUMPER TO .BUMPER"
LIMI I ED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

MAZDA

ROADSIDE
ASSISTANCE

TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
AM/FM/CD, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Keyless Entry,
Automatic, Air Conditioning

,I

.l

Air Conditioning, 4 ~heel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel
I~

FROM ONLY

Model Code:05716

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

Stk #6L518928
Stk #6L520249

++

!$
'

$

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

'

Model Code:42216

'
r.

f
i

FROM ONLY

.r
2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTtUTY

I.

~!

JI

OF THE YEAR.
4X4, Power Locks, Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CD,
Rear Bumper Steps

1't•

.1

..,
-a

~,

Save Up To

!$

OFF

it

~
/:.

~l Model Code:04316

•

+

MSRP

'

•

A/C, CD, Alloy W~eels,
Power Windows, Power Locks,
Power Brakes,

FROM ONLY

+

.

• 'Cash back from Nissan on new 2005/2006 Altimas, 2005/2006 Pathfinders, 200512006 Xterras, 2005/2006 Sentras and 2005/2006 Frontiers (including Crew Cab). ·Offers expire on
June 30, 2006. Cannot be combined with other offers. "Deferred interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract teim. New purchases only. Subject to credit approval.
( Not available in Pennsylvania See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names are Nissan trademarks. @2006 Nissan North America, Inc.

!." 39-monlh close<kind lease with $2,500 total due al lease inception, vm1ch includes: First payment of $199, security deposi.lof SO, and cash or trade equity of 52,301. All advertised pricing does not include
lax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be S0.15 per mile. Wrth approved credtt to Qualified buyers, 640 Beacon Credit Score required. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR. All
r.bankruptcies must be discharged. +Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate, Example: 2006 Nissan Xlerra SE (MSRP of $28,745) includes faclory rebate of $1,000 and/or dealer discount of
$2,500. 2006 Nissan Xlerra sale price $25,245. ++All prices plus tax, tag, and liUe. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All offers nol to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale.
, Pictures for ittuslration purposes only. Not responS1ble for typ<igraphical errors. Dealer fee of S599 is induded in advertised prices

• +All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance through dealer to qualify for $1,000 rebate. ++All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance Mazda Tribute through Mazda AmericanCredit to
qualify for $500 cash for MAC.All rebates and incentives ass~ned to dealer. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only.
Not responsible for typographical errors.
·
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SALE HOURS:

SALE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9-9 • Sat 9-9 Sun 11-6

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11-6

SEIWICE HOURS:

SERVICE HOURS'

Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

l

MAZDA

NISSAN
:1
':i HWY 43& Betw-n Colonial a University Blvd. Next to Classlc Mazda East

HWY 43& Between Colonial a University Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

; 1.-888-NEW-NISSAN

. :l.~800-639-7000

i. www.classicnissan.com
I

•

::1.-888-639-&477

www.classlcmazda.com
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Certain scents have a powerful effE3ct on the opposite sex.

•

•
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•
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When you're ready to quit, we're ready fo help.

1·871·U-CAN-NOW { 1·877-822-6669)

A UCF Survival Guide
•

Bookstore --

Office Plus

- Get your new & used texts
- Buy your UCF spirit
merchandise here!
- Enjoy Starbucks · Coffee
- Study at the Cyber Cafe

- Ship your Fed-Ex package
- Buy your sta_m ps here
- We'll receive your package

John T. Washington Center
www.bkstore.ucf.edu ·
· 407-UCF-BOOK

Dining Services,

.UCF Card

Mar_k~tplace

- All-you-can-eat
- Huge Selection
- Meal Plans for Resid~nts,
.Commuters, Faculty,
and Staff
Marketplace Buiding 7
www.ucfdining.com

www.businessservices.ucf.edu

UCF
-

,

BUSINESS
SERVICES

It's Your ID AND Cash Card
- Your ticket to:
- Library
- Rec Center
- UCF Events
- Use at:
- Campus vendors _
- Vending Machines
- Many more!
- SunTrust ATM Card
John T. Washington Center
www.ucfcard.ucf.edu
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TIGER BEAT:
MEMPHIS OFFENSE EXPLODES FOR 41 RUNS IN SWEEP OF UCF

Nimkhum places
74th in regional

~emaybetoo

uch, too soon

II,

CHRIS HOYLER

'

Spo~s Editor

So it seems that our humle athletics program is on
e cusp of breaking out.
It started with the move to
onference USA And while
may tajce a while for a coule of programs to get used to
e leap in competition, a few
thers have wasted no time in
tting their opponents know
t they have arrived
Of course, the leader in
· immediate charge is the
tball team. We spent last
basking in its glory, and
e were lucky enough to
tch its transformation
m butt of ESPN jokes to
uttress of ESPNs Champinship Saturday coverage, its
rsonalities and cameras
nverging on Orlando for
e biggest game in school
· tory.
The feeling, the emotion
f the C-USA Championship
ame was unbelievable. The
ands at the Citrus Bowl
ere packed; with UCF stunts, alumni and fans, no
ss. The decrepit concrete
ab rumbled as Willie
omton caught the opening
ore minutes into the game,
d it seemed the arrival to
e national landscape was
mplete. Regardless of the
.oreboard's viewpoint of
t game and the subsequent
wl trip, the big wigs in the
etic department tasted
e same thing we diQ. Suess tasted good, and after
tting the momentum of the
pepper years slip away,
mething needed to be done
ensure a pantry full of
tional recognition for
eorge and The Gang.
But this latest move, the
e that will bring Texas in
xt season to christen the
Mo-be-started on-campµs
dium, is one in the
solute wrong direction if
e Knights' goal is to capture
d hold their plot on that
dscape.
It is putting Knightro and
us ahead of the proveral carriage. It is poor timing
d, most importantly, it is
ort-sighted, a short-term
cision when long-term sucss should be the only thing
the mind of those in

e.
A game like this should
t have been booked with
ch immediacy when the
06 season still lies ahead
e deal with Texas is for
e games, and the Knights
ill return the favor to the
mghorns in Austin in 2009.
td 20ll. Keep that in mind
hen looking at who benefits
e most from the situation.
The biggest individual
~neficiary may be Steve
rsini, the outgoing athletic
rector who is leaving Orlan1 for Dallas and SMU. On
e press release announcing
e games, it was listed as
:sini signing the agreement.
ire, new UCF Athletic
rector Keith Tribble likely
d a say in the final stage of
gotiations (I hope), but
:sini's departure was
nounced in late March. Did
speed up the process of
U<lng these games, essenlly leaving Tribble with
PLEASE SEE

TEXAS ON A9

.
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UCF freshman utfi Id 0 O'N. I
h
·
.
. .
MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Memphis goinog 3.f:r-:rwi:~ ~B~t~
ere reachmgTfihrstKb~seh agamst North Florida m~ebruary, ~as one of the few Golden Knights who had a strong series against
,
s m e ree-game set. e mg ts were shut down offensively against Memphis, despite outhitting the Tigers in two of the games.

i:eett':

KNIGHTS SWEPT BY TIGERS ON

HOME STRETCH
Memphis comes to Orlando
and sweeps UCF by combined
score of 41-11, leaving Knights
in last'in Conference USA
CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

At the time, the consecutive sweeps dealt to the
UCF baseball team by No. I Rice and then-No. 10
Houston looked like good learning experiences for
the young team, setbacks it could ·build on as it
moved toward the last leg of its first Conference USA
schedule.
Now, those sweeps look more like the first steps
toward engraving the headstone on what has been a
very rough 2006 season.
·
The 'G olden Knights returned home for a threegame series with Memphis on May 12, getting swept
for the third consecutive series. However, unlike the
previous two series, it.is tough to fmd a silver lining
in the three blowout losses suffered by Jay Bergman's
team.
The series' opener saw the Knights without AllAmerican candidate Tim Bascom on the mound The
junior did not pitch in the series due to a knee contusion, so freshman Mitch Houck, the normal Saturday
starter, was bumped up to kick off the series.
Houck was routed for the second time in four
s~art.s, allo~g five earned runs (six overall) on eight
hits m 3.1 mnmgs, and the Tigers dominated the rest

16

11

The Knights lost the o~ning
game against Memphis by
16 runs, 204.

The sweep against Memphis
left UCF with an 11-game (USA losing streak.

REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF f!eshman pitcher Kyle Sweat fields a ball earlier this season. He was tilt
hard ma loss against Memphis, allowing six runs and nine hits in five innings.

of the Knights pitching on their way to a 20-4 win.
Third baseman Kyle Norrid was 5-for-6 on that
night with a triple and six RBis, leading a Tiger
offense that put up two innings with four runs and
on7 inn~g with seven, bouncing back after the
Knights Jumped to a 2-0 lead in the first.
.
Scott. McGre~or pitche~ seven strong innings for
~emphis, allowmg Just three runs on seven hits. He
did not walk ~ single batter and struck out seven on

41
The ligers scored 41 runs in
the three game set against
UCF, allowing just 11.

PLEASESEE STRO~G ON A9

214

76

Senior catcher Ryan Bono
collected his 214th career hit
on Senior Day.

Junior infielder Matt Ray
stolehis 76th career base in
the Senior Day loss.

UCF senior men's gol(er '
Sonny Nimkhum continued to
cap off a strong collegiate career '
with a 74th-place fmish at the
'NCAA East Regional this week ·
at lake Nona Golf and Country - •
Club in Orlando.
<
The tournament consisted of '
27 teams and six individuaIS, '
including Nimkhum, · who
received his invitation on May
ll. The top 10 teams and top two
individuals remaining in the
field would advance to the
NCAA Championship in Sunrivei; Ore. on May 31-June 3.
N"~um, competing in the .
thir~ .N CAA regional of his
career, opened up with a 3-over P
75 on Thursday, overcoming ·
three bogies on the first 10 holes '·
to hit back-to-back birdies and ·
get to I-over. However two ,f'
bogies on the final three' holes 1 '
left him ill 531'.d place after the .-;
first ·d ay of competition.
"I didn't roll the ball very well ~
on the greens today:• N"unkhum
said in a press telease. ''I could- .I
n't find my stroke or the correct ~
distance to make anything hap-_~
pen. I'm still in a position to ··
make a move, though. I'm look- '
ing forward to tomorrow's '
round"
·
His anticipation was clear in
his
second.
round play on
Friday, and his 2over 74 came in
the face of
windy conditions and tough
"'
competition. N"unkhum moved "'
up 14 spots to finish the day in a •.
tie for 39th overall at 5-over, fm- '
ishing the day by nIDling a 15- :. •
' foot putt for his only birdie.
"
"I was rolling the ball well, ~
but I was edging a lot of holes:• ,r
Nimkhum said in a press
release. "There were a lot of "
holes I had the line right, but not •,,,
the right speed It was almost v.
identical to (Thursday's) ~
··round"
Nimkhum hit 15 greens in •
regulation, and despite a strong
start, he was left at 2-over after <
~e first ~e holes after bogey- :"'
mg the eighth and ninth. On the · :
first five holes of the back nine, - :
he was unable to sink a birdie ·~
despite leaving the ball inside of
12 feet on each hole.
-.
"When you have 33 putts on 1<
this course you are not going to · :
score very wen:• Nimkhum said "'
in a pr:ess release. ''I Was hitting. ~
the ball real well, but just not ' '
close enough to make birdies · •
with the way I was putting."
His putting woes continued
on Saturday, with his 6--over 78 •
leaving him 74th in the field of
141
_As he did Friday, N"unkhum
started on the back nine, and
after a birdie on the 13th he was
1-uiider for the day and 4-over
for the tournament. However
seven bogeys on the next eight '
holes put him out of reach for
~>ne of the two individual spots
m the NCAA Championship.
"Sonny played great the first ",
two days, but his putter really let • •
him down," UCF coach Nick
Clinard said in a press release. ·,,
"He probably only hit two or · ~~ad shots all day today and
JUSt -six or seven bad shots for
the whole tournament, but his
score does not reflect that."
"'•
Wake Forest won the team ·.
portion of the tournament ·
defeating Georgia by one strok~ .•
to fmish at even par. UCLA's
Kevin Chappell and Scott
Stallings of Tennessee Tech ·
advanced to the NCAA Cham- '~
pionship as individuals, fmish- ' '
ing at 5-under and 2-under •
respectively.
'
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Strong starts drive Memphis wins
FROM

AB

his way to i.µiproving his
record to 6-3 and lowering his
ERAto5.61.
.
UCF senior catcher Ryan
Bono, playing in his final hoine
series, opened what would be
a good weekend for him with a
· solo home run in the fifth
inning. Dave Lambert was 3for-4 on the night with an ~I
double and a run scored
Houck took the loss, falling
to 3-3 on the season. Derek
Abriola relieved Houck and
J
allowed three earned runs and
five baserunners in one inning.
Justin Weiss was the only
pitcher for either team not to
allow a run, with the Knights'
freshman working a perfect ·
ninth inning.
Saturday's 10-4 loss was a
case of an old problem creeping back into the picture, with
the Knights leaving 10 men on
) base and striking out 12 times,
offsetting the fact that they
out-hit the Tigers 13-12.
Once again, UCF jumped
r. out to a first-inning lead, with
Matt Ray starting his 5-for-5
night with a single that led to
an eventual run on Dave Lam.' bert's groundout. Ray's career
high in hits included a double,
tho~gh his effort was not
enough despite a UCF come-

back from down 4-1 in the son average to .392, and the the season for the Tigers desTigers again put up double ignated hitter.
third inning.
Starting
pitcher
Ben
After a season full of bases- digits in their ll-3 win in the
Grisham threw six innings,
loaded problems, Dave DiNa- series finale.
tale was able to tie the game at
The Knights celebrated .wiggling out of jams in the
four in the third inning with a Senior Day, and Bono contin- first, third and fifth innings in
two-out triple that cleared the ued his strong season with a 3- his eight-hit, two run effort.
bases. The freshman finished for-4 showing, including a The two runs were unearned,
double in his final at-bat that however, after Ray led off the
2-for-4 on the night.
Brett
Bordwine,
who moved him into a tie for 10th Knights' two-run first inning
pitched well in Houston, could all-time on the UCF career hit by getting on via an error by
Amar at first base.
not keep the Knights in it, fail- list with 214.
Bono wasn't the only one
Grisham's win was his first
ing to get out of the fourth
inning after the Tigers moving up in the record of the season, improving his
answered with four runs. He books, as junior Matt Ray record to 1-2, while Sweat fell
finished his 3.2-inning stint topped his 2-for-5 effort with under .500 with the loss, leav. allowing eight earned runs on his 76th career stolen·base. ing him at 3-4.
The sweep left the Knights
eight hits and two walks, strik- That put him into a third-place
. ing out two and earning the tie with former All-American in a last-place tie with UAB in
Clay Timpner, the San Francis- C-USA at 5-16. Memphis is tied
loss to fall to 2-3 on the year.
Starting pitcher Philip co Giants prospect who played for fourth with East Carolina
Utley gave the Tigers their for the Knights from 2002- and Southern Miss at 10-ll in
C-USA. UCF is now 23-30
second consecutive seven- 2004.
Ray and Bono accounted overall, with Memphis moving
inning outing. His 10 strikeouts helped him out of a few for half the Knights' 10 hits, but above .500 at 27-25.
For the Knights, their trip
jams, and four of them came to Bergman's team struggled
end an inning. He scattered ll again with runners in scoring this weekend to Southern Miss
hits and was tagged with four - position, notching just one hit will decide their postseason
earned runs, walking two on in 14 at-bats and stranding ll fate. They had a chance to finish as high as seventh if they
his way to evening up his men on base.
record at 4-4.
Bill Moss and Joey Lieber- swept the Golden Eagles, but
Will Petersen and Adam man hit home runs for the another sweep will see them
Amar both had three hits for Tigers. Moss' shot, his fifth of on the outside looking in on
Memphis, including the 19th the season, came off Kyle the eight-team C-USA Chamdouble of the season for Sweat, who . pitched five pionship if UAB and Marshall
Petersen and the 14th two-bag- · innings and allowed six each win, a game in their
ger for Amar.
earned runs on nine hits. respective weekend series. See
Amar picked up two more Dominic Petracca allowed next week's Future for full
hits on Sunday, upping his sea- Lieberman's homer,' the nth of results.
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100°/o Guaranteed
You and Your Wallet will love us!

AB

something he may not have
wanted, while at the same
time padding his own resume?
H the rumors of ESPN/ABC
having a hand in the deal are
true, Orsini may have been
focused on making headway
with the network for his own
good instead of the school's.
Even if this was completely
mutual on both sides of the
old and new administration,
2007 is not the best time for
this game, and it does not
bring the intended benefits to
UCF as much as a later game
could
This is the opening game
of the long awaited on-campus stadium. Realistically, the
Knights could schedule
Northwestern State and it
would sell out. H you are in
favor of this game in 2007
instead of later, why not
schedule it for the second part
of the non-conference schedule? At that time, the bloom of
the brand-new staditim will be.
off the sales rose and the
prospect of facing Texas is the
drawing eard rather than the
opening of the stadium.
But if you feel it is not
about the stadium, that it is
about "beating the best," then
what is the big deal about
playing the first game in
Austin and having them
return the favor in 2009?
H the home game was
booked toward the end of the
decade, UCF would have a
· chance to establish itself more
inside its own conference
before stepping out to take on
a team that it has no ties to.
This isn't like playing Florida,
a team that puts UCF in the
national spotlight and could .
become a rival if the Knights
pull off the upset. No matter
the outcome of the 2007 game,
UCF and Texas will never be
rivals, so spare me the argument that this series is about
building the program. A trip

SPOT
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More INK for. LE

InkJet Refills
as Iowas
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ARCHIVE

UCF Coach George O'Leary gives instructions during last Septem~er's loss to South Florida.
The Knights may have passed up a chance to build a rivalry with1JSF for a.series with Texas.

to Austin is arguably better for
the current players, and if the
Knights did put up a good
showing, the recruiting inroads made in the Lone Star
State would be invaluable.
Last time I checked, Miami,
Florida State and Florida were
just as big as the Longhorns,
and what they lack in very
recent national championships is made -qp for in
proximity and rivalry-building
possibilities. And no matter
your feelings about USF, the
budding rivalry is on the verge
of being halted if the two
schools can't schedule another meeting beyond this season, so maybe efforts would
be better directed toward
doing that before anythµig
else.
Perhaps I'm being negative.
What if, you say, the Knights
are even better this season
and enter 2007 as the new
Utah or TCU, the mid-major
team that could crash the
BCS? H that happens, then I'll
eat my words, because a win

over Texas could mean a trip
to the Orange, Rose, Sugar or
.Fiesta Bowl, but color me
skeptical until that time.
I just don't see the point of
taking this huge leap without
a parachute. I shudder to think
what the 2007 season could
turn into if everyone focuses
on this one game and then
Texas plays the way it's supposed to. When the sun rises
on Sunday, September 16, I
want the memories of the
opening to be a stadium full of
black and gold while the
Knights roll over some patsy,
or USF. Instead, it is shaping
up to be a stadium full of
burnt orange, stupid horn
hand signs and Chris, Lee and
Kirk pontificating about the
prospects of another Mack·
Brown championship, notchirig Orlando in the Longhorn
belt as they push to January 7,
2008 in New Orleans.
But maybe I'm just negative.

Northt.arolina State 15, Florida
State7
TALLAHASSEE - Brian
Aragon and Jon Still both hit
home runs in North Carolina
State's 15-7 win over Florida
State on Saturday.
North Carolina State (35-19,
16-13 ACC) took an early lead,
making the score 10-0 by the
fifth inning.,,
Florida State (39-17, 16-13
ACC) got a three-run home run
from Ryne Malone in the sixth
inning but could not catch up.
Dennis Guinn and Tony
Thomas Jr. each had an RBI for
Florida State.
North Carolina State's
Aragon had five RBis while
Still had three RBis. Jonathan
Diaz also had three hits and
two RBis for the team.
Ryan Pond (2-0) pitched
fiye innings, giving_ up eight
hifs, to take the wllffor North

Carolina State. Mark Sauls (1-2)
pitched two innings and got the
loss.
North Carolina State out hit
Florida State 17-12.
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Texas series means nothing
FROM

Unl\~1'$ily

centr al .
Flor i d a

Louis Coleman (5-5) took
the loss for LSU.

Sutton retires froin Okla. State

STILLWATER, 'Okla.
Two victories shy of his sooth
Florida 10, LSU 5
win, Eddie Sutton decided it
GAINESVILLE - Bryson was time to leave college basBarber hit a home run and had ketball.
four RBis in Florida's 10-5 win
The 70-year-old coach
over LSU on Saturday.
retired, ending a 36-year career
Brian Jeroloman had tWo in which he made three trips to
RBis for the Gators, and David the Final Four and became the
Cash also hit a triple and a dou-. first coach to take four schools
ble for the team, batting in one to the NCAA tournament.
run. Florida (28-28, 10-20 SEC)
His retirement· takes effect
had a 8-3 lead at the end of the June 30. He will be succeeded
seventh inning before both by Sean Sutton, who was an
teams scored twice in the eighth. assistant on his father's coachFlorida out hit LSU 13-10.
ing staff and had taken the job
LSU (34-22, 13-17 SEC) got a on an interim basis.
home run from Steven
Eddie Sutton had a 798-315
Waguespack. Will Harris had career record at Creighton,
three hits and two RBis for the Arkansas, Kentucky and OklaTigers.
homa State.
Chas Spottswood (2-3) got
- SSOCIATEO PRESS
the win for Floii.da.
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Gas prices have
hidden value

bout three years ago,
the gas price in Orlando
was $1.40 a gallon. Following its development since
then and the events involved in
determining it, no prophet is ·
needed to forecast that it will
never be that cheap again.
Thank goodness.
Far too long has society
repressed the fact that crude oil
is a limited natural resource. In
other words~ it won't last forever.
The peak oil theory, developed by the American geophysicist Marion King Hubbert,
combines proven oil reserves
and potential future oil discoveries in a curve. After the
curve's peak is r~ached, the
extraction rate will decrease for
good Experts argue over when
that will happen. But no one .
doubts that it will.
The low price of $1.40 for a
gallon of gas led to the deceiving misconception that there is
nothing to worry about. It
helped us believe that it is hip
to drive our oversize pickup
truck to the grocery store or
around the corner to grab a cup
of coffee.
It allowed us to pretend that
true freedom in life meant driving to work by ourselves. It sup. ported the illusion that massive
space and limitless horsepower
are God-given rights at no additional cost.
Having to pay $3 for a gallon
of gas, however, now forces us
to treat petroleum as the sumptuous good that it is and to

.

DO YOU l-IAVE ANY
IDEA l-IOW MUCl-I

come up with alternative fuel.
Thankfully, there are alternatives.
.
Hybrid cars, which basically
run on a combination of gasoline and-electricity, are by far
more fuel-efficient than regular
cars. According to fueleconomy.gov, the Toyota Prius - a
hybrid - ranks first in fuel efficiency for midsize cars with a
miles-per-gallon value of 60.
In the same category, the
most efficient non-hybrid car is
the Hyundai Elantra, which
uses a gallon of gas every 27
miles.
Then there is biodiesel. It's a
cqmbination of alcohol and
either vegetable oils, recycled
cooking grease, or animal fat.
Biodiesel blends with petrole- ·
um diesel, and goes into standard diesel engines.
The U.S. Department of
Energy recommends the use of
·biodiesel.
"In addition to displacing
imported petroleum, biodiesel
blends reduce air pollution and
greenhouse gases. The superior
lubricity ofbiodiesel can
reduce wear and tear on the
engine,'' the department states
on its homepage.
Considering the advantages
of biodiesel, consumers must
wonder why there is currently
only one gas station in all of
Florida that sells it.
Another alternative to paying sky-high gas prices is public
transportation. It wouldn't stop
the dependence on crude oil,
but at least it would slow it

All or nothing; gym
use no different from
other campus perks

TRUMPET~ CO~T?
NOW ~l-IUT UP- AtJD

PLAY YANKEE DOODL.E.

down.
The main reason European
countries - where $5 a gallon
isn't unheard of - can deal
with rising gas prices much
more easily is because they
have and use trains, buses and
subways.
..
In Orlando, on the other
hand, .the public transportation
system barely deserves its
name. Lynx buses, which usually come once every 30 minutes .
and stop only at selected spots,
are all that exists. And although
Lymmo, a downtown-only bus
service, represents .a praiseworthy effort, it doesn't help a stu- ·
dent get from his dorm to the
grocery store.
If local politicians had been
more foreseeing in environmental matters, they would
have dealt with the issue years
ago, anticipating future needs.
Sadly, however, it seems that
action is only taken when there
is no way around it.
The current gas price frustrates a lot of consumers, but it
is not likely to change their
driving habits. Not yet. At a certain point, though, it will. Is it
too far-fetched to assume that
some day people will refuse to
go to work to make enough
money to pay for gas to get to
work?
Saying goodbye to low gas
prices may be a hard lesson to
learn, considetmg all the years
of convenience and implicit"'
ness with which we have taken
them for granted. It is also a
lesson worth learning.

SPAIN FISCHER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS
Organics not proven safer
In response to the editorial, "Go Organic,
but keep your wallet,'' I would like to interject
that there is no definitive research to claim that
'organic' foods are healthier than foods derived
from conventional fanning, the USDA even
states: "The USDA makes no claims that organically produced food is safer or more nutritious
than conventionally produced food." In addition, 'organic' foods are eight times more likely
to be recalled for safety reasons than conventional foods as stated in a review reported by
the FDA and the Canaclliin equiv.ilent.

•

Alum disappomted by SGA
As a UCF alum who served as a member of
the Student Government Association, it is disappointing to see the current state of the organization For those who remember, ·1 predicted
this decline while serving in the executive cabinet. I even sent a letter to the editor stating as
much. I said that I was glad I would not be
around for things to hit the bottom. The structure of SGA is problematic. The people in the
organization are cut from the same mold making it impossible for any meaningful change to
occur. I encourage students that are not cut
from the standard UCF SGA mold to get
involved. Ifyou care about your .school you can
make a difference. The students not cut from
that mold are the majority at UCE If they
decide enough is enough they can take over.·
Good luck to SGA and I hope that Marlc
White cleans up the SGA act instead of continuing in the same shameful tradition I hoped Josh
Eggnatz would win because I believe he would
have worked to improve the organization The
individuals elected to assume this responsibility
have the task to restore SGA to the level to
which it can effectively represent the students.

Exclusion from all ASF-funded activities based
on summer enrollment could never exist. And if
UCF won't exclude non-summer students from all
events, than they should exclude them from nothing - RWC included.

The Da Vinci Code hits
theaters; Christianity
stands unharmed

During Fall 2004, UCF students paid $120 of
Activity and Service Fees for a gym-that they were
unable to iise.
Granted, it's not UCFs fault that Hurricane
Charlie came and destroyed the Recreation and
Wellness Center, but why did UCF students have
Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code was just a
to bite the bullet and be shuffled into dorm-sized
book Now it's just a movie. In the months leading
apartment complex gyms where they had to pay
up to the release of the movie whose central
reduced rates on top of their Activity and Service
theme says that Jesus had a child with Mary MagFees?
dalene, that mother and child fled following Jesus's
Shouldn't they have been reimbUl'Sed for a
crucifixion and that a secret society has been hidsemester of no recreation?
ing their decedents from the Catholic Church for
Almost two years later, students have once
centuries, many church leaders have decried the
again _begun to show frustration with the RWC,
book and claimed it represents an attack on the
only this time, no damage has been done - at
Christian faith.
least not yet.
Signs outside churches around Central Florida
This summer, like every summer, UCF students - have boasted slogans such as "Decoding Da Vmd,''
who are not registered for classes ai;e slowly find"Debunking Da Vmci" and "The cod;ed threat."
ing out that they are not allowed to use the RWC.
The Vatican has launched its own campaign
What's the reason behind the exclusion?
against the film. Web sites run by conservative
Austin Voight, RWC Member Services employ- Christian groups have popped up all over the
ee, offel'S an explanation. ''When you pay for a
Internet to attack the theories Brown's characters
class, you're paying an activity fee that allows you
put forth in this work of fiction.
to use the gym,'' he says. ''It's almost like a memOpus Dei, a Catholic institution that, according
bel'Ship. If you're not paying, you really shouldn't
to its Web Site, "helps people seek holiness in their
come in"Voight added that students who want to
work and ordinary activities,'' urged the movie's
use the RWC and were registered for the Spring
distributor, Sony Pictures Entertainment, to run a ·
semester and upcoming Fall semester can pay a
disclaimer-distancing itself from director Ron
$50 fee that will enable them to do so.
Howard's movie. Sony declined; Howard repeated,
Is this how UCF has opted to repay students for once more, that the movie is a work of fiction.
those five long months of waiting?
The Da Vinci Code is a work of fiction; Brown
And does the RWC segregation even make
and Howard offer it up as a piece of fiction. All
sense?
this fuss over a work of make-believe, a moderateThe Activity and Service Fee covers not only
ly well-written suspense novel spiced up by a few
RWC costs, but many other organizations on cam- historical facts, is ridiculous.
pus, including the Campus Activities Board, StuSome will ai:gue that The Da Vinci Code underdent Government Association and Office of Stumines America's moral standing and devotion to
dent Involvement, that put on events for students
faith. What does it say about the strength of that
year-round, including a Third Eye Blind concert
faith if it can't survive a piece of semi-historical
'that was free to UCF students last ThUl'Sday.
fiction and its movie version, which, according to
What would have happened if, at the door of
most reviews, was a flop.
that concert, students who were not registered for
The Da Vmci Code came out in Central Florida
summer classes were turned away from being
Friday night. It was dull and dry compared to the
admitted for free?
·
original novel and Tom Hanks had strange hair.
It would have been nothing short of chaos. StuHowever, the world is still here and Christianity
dents pay more than $300 a year for those events!
hasn't collapsed. What ~ relief.
·
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SGA no place for retaliation

accused of approving foi:gery on official fonns."
Not having seen any of the evidence, I cannot claim to know whether or not the allegations against President Bentley are true. What
deeply disturbs me is that Comptroller Ryan
Marlar and Judicial Advisor Brooks Brickell
were fired seemingly in ~risal for whistle
blowing and bringing impeachment charges
against Mr. Bentley.
One wonders about the timing and motive
behind the firing. It is understandable that one
would not take well to being accused of a
wrongdoing, but to resort to retaliation is at best
unprofessional, and at worst, a form ofbullying.
Mr. Marlar was doing his job when he noticed
and pointed out the irregularity in the signature
qf the SGA president. It would be dereliction of
duty if a comptroller were to overlook any
irregularity or possible instance of foi:gery. Llkewise, if a judicial advisor believes there was an
act of impropriety and evidence, he should be
able to seek an investigation or file impeachment papel'S against the student leader without
fear of retaliation
President Bentley's initial decision to freeze
the executive branch account in light of the allegations was highly commendable. His subsequent reversal, however, I find questionable,
especially since the Senate canceled its special
session in response to the account being froz.en.
The students have a right to expect trans-parency from their student leaders. The cover
story pointed out that impeachment is unlikely,
since President Bentley's term is set to end
soon; however, the timing should not matta: It
is in the interest of justice that this accusation
be looked into by the Senate and/or the Judicial
Council. A hearing would either clear the president's name, or prove that Mr. Marlar and Mr.
Brickell were wrongfully fired. I have always
had a lot of respect for Willie Bentley and
admired his integrity, and I hope he does the
right thing now. Ifhe firmly
that the
allegations are fulse. then he should submit himself to an impeachment hearing
,

believes

I am extremely troubled after reading your
cover story from April 27, titled ''Bentley

-AJ.ANSAR,
FORMER SGA SENAIDR (36TH SENATE)

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCfnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4558.
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'How did early

registration go?'

Marketing

"Summer [registration] was easy but
spring and fall I had to wait and I didn't get all the classes I wanted."

English

Marketing

"I am satisfied, yes."

"Add/drop on Polaris makes everything
really easy. I got all the classes I wanted."
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"I_don't hee any complaints."

"Summer breakf.. important for international studen ."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUMMER DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www-!<nightNewspapers.com/c.lassifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse R.d. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

407-447-4555 •

Phone, Fax, In Person: .
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m:. - 5 p.m.

www.KnightNew~papers.com/classifieds

Rate
(
Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time (
HelpWanted:Full-Time (
BusinessOpportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

.

RATES

Rate

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

B
A
A

B

400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

A

B
B·
B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

~

Rate(

$6

$9
$6

$}8

$4

$J.2

·Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
·Offering asuccessful average return of over 85% .
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

r;T.I

HELP WANTED:

Lt:.t Part-Time
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/BOOKKEEPER
Flexible hours near UCF. Must have
some knowledge of basic accounting.
· QuickBooks experience a plus.
absoluteuniforms@aol.com 407-365-2666

ARE YOU A HEALTHY MAN?

' )!-···

Inbound Calls
Vacation Pros
• $9/hr. +commission
·Personality a must
· •Great for students
• Flexible hours
@;B~ 2separa~e,.shifts avai1ablei ,.
•
..
"®'
;

CALL 407.240.7878
TO VOLUNTEER FOR A CLINICAL
RESEARCH STUDY OF AN
INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICATION
Men Ages 18-50
Non-Smokers
5 Day/ 4 Night Stay In Research
Center On Three Separate
Occasions
1 Follow Up End Of Study Visit
Up To $1700 For Your Time And
Travel
ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH
CENTER
5b55 S. ORANGE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL
Call: 407.240.7878
WWW.OCRC.NET

Do You 'Want a Great Summer Job?
Do You Enjoy the Outdoors?
The Briar Corporation is now hiring positions in the
Construction Site Preparation field.
;Must have transportation to project sites in Central Florida.
We offer competitive wages. DFW/EOB

www.briarcorp.com
·.

E-mail: hr@briarcorp.com
Phone: (407) 585-2528 • Fax: (407) 585-2529
·Exit #104 off I-4
4570 Orange Blvd., Lake Monroe, Florida

·Restaurant

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restau. rateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
Play Buddy Wanted for Happy 6 year
old girl 2 days a week. Must LOVE
kids! Call Ashley at 407-435-6645.
Elem Ed. Pref. $Neg. Must drive.

Avalon Pk. 212 TH with 2 car garage.
unfurn. pool/clubhouse. N/S. small pets
permitted. $1200/mo. 954.478.7369 or
e-mail @ beechbum984@yahoo.com

Business Manager Needed!
Need marketing graduate to manage
Real Estate office near UCF. Hours ar~
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m .. Must have
outstanding people and computer skills.
E-mail resume to:
charlotte.williams@era.com.

Restaurant Equipment World seeks
happy and intelligent people for
e-commerce sales and customer
service. PT/FT shifts avail. Resume to
407-679-1699 or Jobs@rewonline.com

DELIVERY DRIVERS AND
OFFICE HELP NEEDED
Mon - Fri. Flex hrs. No exp. nee.
Good pay. Must have own vehicle.
The Healthy Chef, Inc. 407-339-2433.
Need a job? Love Airport Retail? Join our
extraordinary team of associates at the
Orlando International Airport. Great pay
scales w/ rapid growing opportunities!
Visit us online: www.airportstorejobs.com

GET PAID DAILY!
Working from home. Start today.
www.cashflow123.com/djanisz
Assist with all functions of
Accounting Dept. Accounting major a
must. Hlghly motivated w/ attn. to
detail, flex sch., 25-30 hrs/wk.
$9/hr. Longwood. Email resume to
aking@consolidatedlabel.com

Spanish Speaking Receptionist/
Customer Service Rep needed for State
Farm Office. Salary based on exp.
Call Clara at 407-671-2100

All locations are currently intervi~ing
for ttie following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
Apply in person dally. 2pm - 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

PIT telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone and
customer service skills and basic
computer knowledge. Flex schedule.
$7/hr. Contact Pam 407-971-4339 or
pam@daysol.com.
WPark Health Care office looking for
assistant M,W,F No exp. necessary.
$10+ an hour. Call
407-221-5200

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen I Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
·
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

PIT Male Domestic Help to Assist Nanny
in the care of active 11 yr old triplet boys
every other weekend. Seeking a strong
authoritative man who is a good
disciplinarian. $12-15/hr. Please submit
resume to 813-7i)2-9875.
Major A+ rated Fortune 500 Insurance Co
has immediate openings for sales agents.
We supply a lead support system, flex
Schedule and training. Call 407-333-2607

Male Counselors Wanted. Camp Wekiva,
residential summer camp. 1 or 2 wks of
work available. Boys Camp June 10-24th
Contact mj.meherg@worldnel.att.net
Summer Jobs. Campaign Work.
M-F...3-9pm. $9 plus an hr. FT/PT.
407-835-3569
RECREAJ!pN/AFTERCARE TEACHER
Chelle Stack's Gymnastics is now hiring
fun , energetic, responsible staff
members as gymnastics
instructors/summer camp and recreation
teachers. No exp. needed lo apply.
Call today 407-657-8774.

Servers Wanted PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people
w/ positive attitudes. Only 20 min from
UCF. Come In between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

·'····'~-':
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NOW HIRING Aquatic Fleld Techs
•••salary plus benefits•••
Must be comfortable operating ATV's
Fax resume to 407-207-4144
Or call 407-207-5959
CFF Distribution Driver Wanted!
Mondays, morning route 5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Personal vehicle required. $1 O+ hourly,
plus mileage. Call 407-447-4555 x211 or
e-mail miiam@knightnewspapers.com

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com

Human directional
Like being center of attention? PIT
workers. Fun attitude, energetic, reliable,
w/clean appearance. Weekends a must.
$10-12/hr. Call 407-835-0653.

Inbound Calls
German Speakers Wanted

• $9/hr. +commission

·Personality a must
•Great for students
, • Flexible hours
• 2separate shift? ava·

,~,:-,
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NANNY NEEDED.
Full time position during summer for 1
and 2 year old. Early childhood dev
major pref. Ref Req. East Orlando
Area. Please Call 407-467-1351 .

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585

Need a Better Resume?

Online Promotional Coord:

Easily create resumes onllne for

free.

~Full-Time

PT MUSIC INSTRUCTORS WANTED
Local music studio is expanding
and looking for all instruments.
1-3 hours a week t o start. UCF
MUSIC MAJORS AND MINORS
ONLY!
email- music.lessons@yahoo.com

No selling. Make $1,000.00 a day.
$1,995.00 start up cost.
800-378-1169 (86nLD)

~FOR RENT:
~Homes

UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD/2BA, big fenced-in yd.
Pets ok! Avail 06/07/06. $1400/mo.
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622
4/2.5 bath, 2200 sq ft, new home. $2,5(
, per month. Call 407-697-2481

BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE

"Movers Who Core."

Movers/Drivers
Grow with us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
individuals to earn up to $14/hr or· more
with tips.as aMover/Driver. Sign on bonuses
up to $500. We offer benefits, monthly
bonuses & paid vacation.· FT & PT positions.
Get all the details and apply in person:

Child Care Needed;
Early Childhood Development Major
Pref. 3 days per week, early morns.
Care for 3 & 5 yr. old. transport to
school. Safe driver and ref. req.
Call 407-895-3566 or 407-484-8149
Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Part-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-6484

mi't HELP WANTED:

Best One Person Business.

..,

TWO MEN AND ATRUCK.
Help needed. Part-time kitchen help.
No experience needed, will trai n.
Retreat Center located in Oviedo.
Please call, Alison at 407-365-5571.
Part-time nanny wanted. About 25 hours
per week. Winter Park family. $11/hr
Transportation req'd. Contact Jeff
(407) 843-2111 x. 401 ot (407) 739-5198

Nanny Wanted. Professional family in
the Sanford/Heathrow area is in need of
a loving and caring high energy female to
help care for our 7 & 3 YR old sons.
" Candidate must have reliable
transportation, clean driving record.
Must possess excellent communication
skills and flex schedule.
Possible live-in arrangement if desired.
Call Torrey Boomer @ 321 -436-71 32

·'

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr.
·
Call 407-699-1992 or fax 407-699-8103
www.sharksandmiilnows.com

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

Looking for PT pressure washer.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, anl
Oviedo areas. Please call
Christina Moore at 407-276-2881

IT Tech Needed
Flex. Schedule. Reliable transportatio1
and good driving record required.
Complete online application at
www.daysol.com. 407-971-4339.

Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. $10.00/hr. 407-276-2881

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

\

Restaurant Equipment World seeks
happy intelligent person to stock shelves
& operate cash register. 1-5, M-F.
Resume to 407-679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com

FOR RENT, CLOSE TO UCF,
LOCATED OFF COLONIAL BY
WATERFORD LAKES, 3 BEDROOM
2.5 BATH, WSH/DRY INCLUDED
CALL ZAK AT 321-303-7846 FOR
DETAILS
Rooms for rent in'6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately.
Summer or 1 year lease. 321-438-1354

FOR RENTI 3BR / 2BA Duplex just
blocks from UCF. Nice, clean
neighborhood. Small Pets OK.
Avallable early June. · $1,290 mo•
Susle@PropertyPS.com or Call
321.229.6333
Great 412 House for Rent. In Rlverparl
off of Dean, near UCF. $1,900/mo
Includes w/d. Call 321-794-3500
trlshagene@cfl.rr.com
OVIEDO-Gorgeous Carillon/UCF
available now 2547sqlft 4bdl2.5ba
family rm,living/dlnlng rm,pool, 2 car
$1975/mo 407-970-5282
UCF - BRAND NEW TOWN HOUSE
3/2.5 on preserve w/ garage & W/D in
Hawthorne Glen. 1/4 mi away from UCF
Publix, & shops. Available immediately.
$1,500/ mo. Call 561-248-4544
2/2, 3rd Floor Condo. Pond view, gateo
community. $900/mo, $250 sec deposit.
Includes, water, cable and w/d.
Avail June 1. Call 407-694-9840

Summer job working at top
Interactive Agency with Fortune 500
cllents. Class credit also available.
Email resume to
lriternshlps@mlndcomet.com.

1 Bdrm 1 Bath Condo. Gated
Community. 1O mins from UCF.
Overlooking lake, 3rd floor. Includes
cable. $700/mo. 407-924-9842

FOR RENT:
[r:m
~ Apartments

OTHER POSITIONS:

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• free admission

• free quarterly tickets

•.referral bonuses
• flexible,hours
·and more

FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP'- CASHIERS

• college tulti?n assistance

~n1tf/d HUMAN RESOURCES

Apply online at wetnwildortando.com,

6200 INTERNATIONAL ORIVE • ORUNDO, FL 32819
(407)354-1085 •FAX (407)345-1005

call our Job Line at (407)248·1600,
Email hr@wetnwlldorf.com or visit our Human Resources
Department daily between 9AM and 4PM

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY
UNDER THE

Inbound Calls
·• 2 shifts available

lOarn- 4pm & 1pm - ?pm

• Base pay +commission·
• Fun &exciting
part-time joo
• Greqt,for students!

2B/2B, gated, lake view, w/d, waler
included , excellent condition, nonsmoking, $900/month
Call 321-297-6756

N
Counter Service Attendants
Recreation Aides

$8.50/hr
Lifeguards and WSI
(Red Cross certified)

SS.SO -$10.50/hr.
Apply at the City of Oviedo
400 Alexandria Blvd.

oronlineat
www.cityofoviedo.net

Immediate Openings!
$100 Sign-On Bonus!
Make your expenses more manageable. We are seeking
committed individuals that possess top-notch cohmmnication
skills, and outgoing personalio/ and lots of motivation!

$8 - $15 hour I Ave.rage
*NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY *

• $7 minimum guaranteed

• Paid Training
• Weekly Paychecks
• Flexible AM & PM Shifts
• Bonus Incentives for Extra Hours

• Business Casual Environment

Call one of our two
convenient locations:
Winter Park 407-673-9700
.Orlando 407-243-9400
························- ................
Cmartinez-pati @dialamelica.com

AVALON PARK by UCF
Classy 2 story 61312- HS Internet In al
Rooms. All Appliances Incl.
Covered Porch, Fence Right By
Comm. Pool. $2450 a month + Utll.
407-891-1250 / 407-334-6658
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way t
find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

"Home resales
·hit record again."

~...~~~~

Get Your

Florida Real Estate License
and work your own schedule!
Weekend and Evening Classes Available ·
Small Classes - Computer Practice Exams

Special UCF Discount
Call 407-481-8015

i Florida Institute

j of Professional Studies

1 Quarterly Real Estate Education

Edgewater Corporate Center
5372 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, Fl 32804
Ph (407) 481-8015 Fax (407)481-8016
www.fl-institute.com

Accredited by The American Association of Professional Schools, Inc.

May 22, 2006 •
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Classy Homes/Vacation

GORGEOUS 2BEDROOM 2BATH
NEW CONDO NEAR DOWNTOWN
ORLANDO, UCF AND VALENCIA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. GRANITE
COUNTER TOPS, SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS, COMMUNITY POOL & ·
GYM. RENT $975 A MONTH
CONTACT: ELSIE (352)348-8094

Homes of all sizes I Bullt In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home ($1400
and up) or share from $395 and up,
master $550 and up. Share the most
luxurious homes w/ others on a joint
tease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
http:f/Nancepropertylnvestments.com
Call 407-334-6658, or 407-716--0848
Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $450/mo. Share utilities.
w/d, in-ground pool. Short term lease.
Tennis, basketball & volleyl>all avail- rec
center. No pets/family pets on premises.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871.

(

(

cfpress Bend/GatedDean Rd/15 Min. UCF
Fancy 4 BR-Home of 2005 3.5 baths,
Huge Master. HS Internet In all Rooms
All Appllances In.c l. Cov.f'."orch,
Comm. Pool. $2175 a month+ Utll.
407-891-1250 / 407-33+6658

<

Private 1BR/1BA In a 3BR/3l:IA unit
at Pegasus Landing across from
UCF. Includes: Washer/Drier, HBO,
Ethernet and more. Please call
305-586-6693 for more details.
One mile from l)CF. 2bd/2ba Duplex.
Fence. 10x20 Storage. Washer/Dryer.
Ideal for two students. ·
osb32816@bellsouth.net
Upstairs studio in Avalon Park. Perfect
for a student who wants peace and quiet.
$540/mo. Utilities, Cable, & Internet
included. Call Mitch at 407-273-4474.

l

(2) - Roommates needed 413 house
$500 every1hi.ng included, pool, internet,
HBO eel. 5 min from UCF Call matt 863698-0177

SANDYC
Alafaya Tr. & E. Colonial Dr.
Huge (1900squft) 312.12 Plus Extra
Famlly Room. HS Internet all Rooms
All Appliances Incl. Screen House
and Fence. $1550 a month+ Util.
407-891-1250 / 407-334-6658
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
FR6~RENT (no

bills. at all) in upscale
College Park - In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible hours.
exc ref req. Female students only.
Call Melinda at 407-694-1045
SHERWOOD FOREST DUPLEX
212, avail 6/1. $1,000/mo + first mo., last
mo. & 1 mo deposit. Util not incl. lncls
W/D. Close to UCF. No pets.
Call 321-277-6195

***ROOMMATES WANTED***
New 5 bed/3.5 bath townhome in Avalon
Park.near UCF,$600/month. Call Gina
727-743-4469!!!
2 rms in 3/2 house located in Winter Park
close to UCF. Lgr rm $550, small rm
$535, BOTH INCLUDE UTILITIES. Avail
June 1st. Call Tara@ 407-967-1947.
Avalon Pk. F Roommate wanted. furn.
212 townhome pool/clubhouse $600 plus
1/2 util. 954.478.7369 or e-mail
beechbum 984 @ yahoo.com

Female needed to share 2bedl2 bath
In Hunter's Reserve. Close to UCF.
Resp. N/S please. $450 all utll. Incl.
Avail. asap. Call 321-947-5575.

~)

t

F seeking clean, n/s F to share
unfurnished 212 apt in Oviedo. Close to
UCF, very quiet, lake view. $545/mo +
util. · 12 month lease starting July. call
850-597-2559
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Internet
Access

Rollins
College

Orlando
Art Museum

Downtown
Orlando

• Secured and G~ted Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour
Fitness Center
• Picnic and Recreational Area
• Computer Room with Broadband
Internet 'Access
Children's Qutdoor Playground
• Solariums 'n Selected Units
Secluded Terraces
• Professional Business Center
with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
Car Wash Area
Club House, Swimming Pool and
Sun Deck

8100 Claire Ann Drive·Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciacondos.com

t

•

•
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FOR SALE:
[s:m
~Homes

ROOMMATES
Non-smoking female wanted to share
spacious 3/3 apt. 5 min. from UCF. Must
'be clean, quiet, & responsible. Available
for June. 445+ 1/3 utilities. Contact
Athena- 561-312-3916

•

LOOKI!!
·2 bdrms avail in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + spilt utll.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.

•
•

•
•

f.

I

!
•

•

•
•

EASY ACCESS TO UCF, VCC,
DOWNTOWN, +AIRPORT
Share great 3bd/2ba house near Dean
Rd & Curry Ford Rd. Large room
w/private bath - $500/mo. Smaller room
that shares a bath - $375/mo. Garage,
W/D, dishwasher, wireless Internet
· available on site.
Available Immediately.
Call Chris @ 415-254-0307
Looking for a mature clean and quiet
roommate to share new house Private
Bdrm & Ba. 15 mins from ·UCF. $600/mo
plus 1/2 utilities. Avail Mw. 321-945-5400
Looking for quiet roommate. Graduate
Student Pref. Responsible Male to move
into a beautiful 4/2 immaculate student
house. Fresh paint, new tile, security
system, 6 min from UCF, brand new
W/D, all furniture, brand new bath, full
kitchen. Must be clean, no pets. $450/mo
+ 1/3 utilities. Wireless high speed
internet. Private parking. Must be 21 or
older. Background check.
Call 305-528-9470.
Two/Three Female Roommates Needed!
Share a beautiful house in Waterford
Lakes. ONLY 4 miles from UCF! $500 a
month plus utilities. To move in August
2006. CALL Janet 305-206-3831

~

Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool.
$400/mo util incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-736-0064,
· or email scasios76@aol.com

Rliom for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse 1500
sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes Area
$515/mo includes everything. For more
:
info Call Angela 321-662-8754

2 bdrms w/ ba In middle of a shared

•

•

t(ouse. Private, ideal for 2 F. Utilities
Included. $350/rm. Private entrance,
: full kitchen use. 5 min to UCF.
•
Call 407-402-2323 .
Waterford Lakes owner looking
4 VEl;'IY CLEAN professional, grad or
international student roommate. Utilities
included! $450. Call Carl@
407.306.8005 or cbfw@psualum.com
N/S, M/F needed to share 3/2 home
w/one nice,clean,quiet male! Private
rm/bath,huge closet,internet,cable,phone,etc. Safe, quiet area w/2 pools.
10 mins to UCFI $575/mo inc all. Avail
ASAP! Call Tim (321)759-7382

Female student seeking 1 female to
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
Park. $500/all util. included. Avail June..1
· Contact 321 -412-2937
1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Lake, yard, wireless, private room.
All incl. $500. Photos/details online
www.thinkcybis.com/room
-Jeff, 26yr old. UCF grad
Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806.
Responsible roommate wanted. Julypec. $450/month + 1/4 cable, hi spd
internet, power. Nice clean house, huge
yard, fully furn., W/D, 2 minutes from
UCF in Oviedo. Call 407 967 3788 for
mo're info.
Gorgeous Place to Live!ll
Responsible student needed for 4 BR
·house behind UCF. Pool. Fully furn.
$525/mo. All Incl. DSL, Avail.
immediately.
Must be clean! Call 407-748-0887
or email aim179@yahoo.com
Roommate Wanted to live w/ 2f
313 apt. In Arden Villas
$426+ utilities
call Adriana (727) 385-5755
Roommate wanted to share 3/2 home in
Country Walk Estates, near Lk. Underhill
& Dean. Community pool & tennis courts.close to 408 & 417, $400/mo plus 1/3.
utilities. 312-544-6004
Seeking male age 22-26 to share 3/2
house 7 min. from UCF. Pets allowed.
$450 (incl. water, cable, & wireless
internet)+ 1/3 elec. (407) 417-2807.
FEMALE TO ROOM WITH FEMALE
Master $375, house w/ pool, cable &
high speed internet, indr. gym, all
privileges. 5 mins from UCF. Sec dep
$100. Call Kelly at 407-949-4380 or Jose
407-298-1556 b/w 9-6pm or leave msg.

•

Room for Rent. 5 min from UCF.
Huge living room, gym in garage, and
beautiful pool. WIFI and Digital Cable.
Rent $415 plus utilities.
Call Kristian at 407-970-9799.
2 Female Roommates Wanted for 4/2
Spacious house in beautiful WaterforCl
Lakes. 5 miles from UCF. $500/mo incl
all util & high-speed internet. Move in
Jun.e. 863-398-63~8 or 407-282-7774.

1 be.droom available for summer in a 4/2.5 townhouse. Utilities included,
$375/month, half off 1st month's rent.
Contact Jasmine 305-989-5280.
A 1/1 in a 3/3 avail ASAP in Pegasus
Landing. Very clean and unfurnished.
$51 Olmo. M only. Utilities included,
internet, w/d, cable, gym, and pool. No
move in or transfer fees. Cail Stefan
407-362-2816.
Room for Sublease in Pegasus Landing.
· Only $495/mo. 1st month $100 off.
Lease ends July 31. ASAP. No move in
fees. F Only. 4/4. Includes utilities,
Shuttle, hi-speed internet, cable w/ 3
HBO channels, W/D. Call 407-273-2.745
or email ehab@mail.ucf.edu.
CHEAP AS IT GETS! ROOM
AVAILABLE AT COLLEGIATE VILLAGE
INN FROM JUNE 10-AUGUST 13. $400
A MONTH FOR THE TWO MONTHS,
PRICE NEGOTIABLE. INCLUDES ALL
UTILITIES, SHUTTLE TO UCF AND
FULL SAIL, POOL, AND 7 MEALS A
WEEK. CALL BLAIR WOODWARD
(727) 365-6933.

Summer Sublease
May/June/July located at University
House. 1 bd. in a 4/2. $490/mo utilities
included. Call 407-375-1465

RENTAL PROPERTIES ·
LEASE TO OWN & ROOMMATES WELCOME
GET AFREE $25 GAS CARD WITH ASIGNED LEASE
4755 Waterside Pt. Cir. •Orlando, FL 32829
. Office: 407-275-2937 ·Fax: 877-791-8349

•

2 private bdrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse •. w/ male undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Share bath, w/d, wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. No pets, no smoking. $450/mo.
Semester or year lease. Cail Kwami at
407-381-1713 or David at 407-252-5276

1 Room Avail. In a 312 home. $475/mo.
Includes everything. 5 miles from
UCF. Avail. Immediately. M only.
· Call Kyle at 305-926-1391

'

Find your home @www.songiehomes.com ~ "iilii.s~ @

©

Eastwood Golf Community I Rybolt's
Preserve. $400/mo + util. and share
bath. $550/mo + utll. private bath.
Call 954-436-8924

1 Rm Avail in a 4BD/3.5BA
Huge beautiful lakeside home.
3000 sq. ft. Avail ASAP.
Right behind campus. Econ Woods
Contact Daniel @ 954-803-7954

PLATINUM
·KEY REALTY, INC.
.

suldolku

Rooms for Rent in

4 bed/2 bath in Pegasus Pointe
$455 a month, AU utilities included
Free shuttle to UCF, Great roommates
No Move In Fees! Call 407-517-9361
Sublease Avail for Summer. Private
Bdrm & Ba. $595/mo includes utilities, ·
w/d, cable, ethernet, UCF shuttle, & ·
covered parking. Call Sara 727-967-0307

t

·suDOKU
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3Bd/2.5Ba/~ Ga

Waterfotd VIiia For
Sale. Walk to Town Center and just 3
miles from UCF. Gated Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location!! $270,000
Call Mike@ 407-310-6583
4/2 for sale in Rybolts Reserve. 1,952 sq
ft, w/ pool, solar heating, conservation
area, & pond. 2 mi from UCF. East on
McCulloch. $385 k. Call 407-383-8595
Great home available for FALL
· semester. 2,000 sq. ft, 4/2 near UCF.
Home includes huge rec room, large
backyard, and hot tub! $249,000
Daniel 561 .371 .0815
daniellofaso@yahoo.com
Hey, UCF Students
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
The Crest at Waterford Lakes is
offering 1, 2, and 3 BDR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost,
minutes from campus 407-737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
Winter Park - 2/2 Luxury Condo,
affordable price. Brand new, pool view,
all amenities. The community you want!
Call Justin 407-489-8127

WRENWOOD CONDO,S
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos.
Concrete Block Construction, slngle
story. Conversion property, major
renovation inside & out. Priced from
the $120's. 6 miles to UCF.
407-657-9604 or
www.wrenwoodcondos.com
3/2 Home w/ 2 car garage. Near both
UCF & VCC. Split plan. Formal dining.
New roof & appliances. $215k.
Call 407-221-2968, 407-221-2982

Titusville Golf Course Home
1885 Sq.Ft., $235,000. Newly
remodeled. Ready to move in! Easy
commute to East Orland.a! 12 miles to .
beach! www.trevinohouse.com 321-3853486
Mobile Home. 3/2 approx 1700sqft.
lvng rm, dng rm, fmly rm w/fireplace,
appliances in exce cdtn, carport, strge
shed asking $31 ,000. Joe (407) 694-1623
Oviedo. 4/2.5. 2398 sq. ft. with new
bonus room and spa on quiet cul de sac.
www.infotube.net/141553
Call 407-359-0330 for more info.

Sublease @ Pegasus
$494/mo. furnished, all Inclusive
(wate.r, electric, cable & Internet)
avail. summer and/or fall
Tami - 727-204-9209
TAKE OVER LEASe AT PEGASUS
LANDING ASAP. A 1/1 in a 212 avail.
$550/mo. Utilities incl, internet, w/d, cbl,
gym, pool & UCF Shuttle. FEMALE only.
Call Antonia 407-362-4462 for details &
fees info.
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Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
Hold Fast
ACROSS
1 . Last of the log .
4. lnfofm
8. Weaving
thread
12. Me, to Bardot
13. Elbow-wrist
connection
14. Sector
15. Wide of the
mark
16. Small deer
17. Bye, Sophia
18. Tricky situation
21. Ushered
22. Senate vote
23.· Cookie favorite
26. Adult elver
27. RR stop
30. Tailgater?
34. "--Alive!"
35. Cover
36. Lieutenant
37. Wood sorrel
2

3

12
15
18

414 for release at Pegasus Landing;
TOWNHOME FOR SALE IN AVALON
PARK. Close to UCF & downtown.
Lots of upgrades & amenities. Owner
motivated, let's deal! Call Joey Jackson
at 407-207-1088 for a showing.
UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership,
JUST $2,500 DOWN
NO CLOSING COST, Luxurious 1, 2
and 3 BDR Condos, Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

I

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
'
digits 1 through 9
I ,
-+-·····}-·--·····:· with no repeats .

t.---1
----+--·.:. --·
.
4

-·-- - - + - - -l-·"-·-+}_____

Room available for sublease at Pegasus
Landing. 4 bedroom. Female. for more
information please call 786-208-5294.
Short term lease Aug 86-May 07.
$510/mo. All utilities Included, fully
furnished. I wlll pay all takeover
fees. Call.Kevin at 561-386-933~.

I
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Puzzles by Pappocom

49
52

38. Hollywood's
Kilmer
40. Hockey
offense
46. Doorway part
47. Legal wrong
48. Half a
sawbuck
· 49. Loiter
50. Margin
51. Sunshine st.
52. Loch __
53. Crucifix
54. Longbow
wood
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
5
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6. Freshly
7 . Medieval
helmet
8. Nutty
9. North·
eastern
canal
10. Notable
deed
11. Chinese
truth
19. Dull sound

20. Colombian
city
23. Japanese
belt
DOWN
. 24. Routine's
Grandpa
groove
McCoy ·
25. AmbuCushy
lance gp.
45 player
26.
Psychic's
A.k.a.
letters
Calamity Jane
27. Do the
"Taxi" player
downhill
6
7
9
10 11
28. Spread for
drying
29. Who __
you?
31 . Carve
32. Certain
oven
33. Horseshoe
spike
37. Stares af
38. Zodiac
---+--+---<
sign
.,,.-,.--+---+---+--; 39. Trod the
boards
40. Disguise
41 . Troubles
42. Fuss
43. Doubtful
..,.,,---+--+--; 44. "Aida"
backdrop
45. Chew
steadily
46. Clerical
error?

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
2002 Mazda Tribute
80,000 miles
Very Good Condition
$8,450 Or Best,Offer
call 407-489-0744

•

Furniture for Sale
5 Piece Living Rm Set.
2 Dining Sets
Computer Desk, w/ some electronics
GREAT FOR COLLEGE APTS!!
Call 561-602-8169

Futon for sale
Brand New, In plastic. 8" plush
mattress with Oak .futon. $195.
(407) 870-7549

Mattress Sets for Sale

'
Black 2-door 1996 Honda Accord LX
Coup. Great condition. Includes cd
player. 180k miles. $2,800.
Call 407-579-1513

Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Stlll In factory plastic. Twin Sets $100,
Full Sets $110, Queen Sets $150. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822

r:m
FOR SALE:
~Pets

••

Ready to Buy or Sell a Home?

Let me help you!' Familiar with East
Orlando, investment properties, condos, ·
family homes. Experienced, hardworking realtor. Nancy Woll, EXIT Realty
(407)765-6127 www.NancyWolt.com ·
NancyExitRealty@yahoo.com
MATH TUTOR-- Graduate student at
UCF. Algebra, trig, pre-calculus, &
calculus 1-111. $20/hr, flexible hours. Call
Victor 407-362-4046
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 .Toll Free-866-303-1573
PIANO LESSONS ·- Experienced and
trained w/theory. Flexible hours &
meeting locations. $20/hr. 407-362-4046

CreditFN.com
Complete DJ Set-Up $1400 obo 2
Technic 1210 turntables, Pioneer DJM
500 Mixer, DJ Stand + more call 321-5581638 or email kpowledge@hotmail.com
Couch, chair and ottoman for sale.
Gently touched, excellent condition.
Blue denim fabric.
Bought for $1100, asking $750.
407-306-7718
Hardwood table 6 chairs $250; Desk
$50; Stand $100; Mattresses $100
.
407-925-5707
Bed Set. For Sale
$395/set. New in box. Headboard, 2
nightstands, dresser, mirror.
(407) 846-2365
POOL TABLE. GOOD SHAPE 8FT.
SLATE TOP. $600 O.B.O 786-512-7636

•

- If you have 2-years of full-time undergraduate or graduate study remaining, you may qualify for ascholarship.
. For details about UCf Army ROTC, visit army.ucf.edu, qall MAJ Fallon @407-823-5383 or bfallon@,cecs.ucf.edu.

Shop 4 Your. Credit,
Student & Reward Cards,
Visit Us @ CredltFN.com
Great Dane Puppies {AKC)
1-13 week old available now
6 - 7week olds available 5-21
HC/Shots/Registered
407-446-6266 (UCF area)
Taking Deposits Nowl Photos at:
www.mygreatdanepupples.com

m

Moving Sale. Colonial Lakes
Subdivision. Bdrm, Living Rm, Dining.
Rm furniture. Dishes, tools, etc. Stop
by anytime. Call 407-277-1262 or •.
email: ksmlller1993@yahoo.com

SERVICES

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295

Ride to Houston, Texas from Orlando.
Up to 3 people to share driving and
expenses. Date of departure: Monday
June 5, 2006. Call 407-760-0768

,
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Bring tf]is ad in
to receive your ·
$99 move 1n fee

- - - 2635CollegeKnlghtCourt - - .
407-384-6800

· offer expires August 31st, 2006
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Introducing WebRevalue
for your UCFCard
.

'

WebRevalue is a simple and convenieri way to ·a dd .m oney to your UCF.C ard

· WebRevalue

j
/

Go to www.ucfcard.uctedu.
· (From anywhere in the world!)

.

Click on the WebRevalue icon
and follow the simple directions.
.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk
to load the $$ to your UCFCard.

')

.

It's so easy, even your parents can .use it!

•l
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· . ~· (Hi_
n t: Send thenl ·the ISO number from the front of your· UCFCard)
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Use your UCFCard for foo·d, gear,supplies,
and discounted vending all over campus.

··~

'I

Voice: 407.823.21 oo
Fax: 407.823 ..3278

.www. ucfcard. ucf. edu.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
CARO SERVICES
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